Full De tail Re sponse s Second GPD Survey
#3: W hich of the
#5: Have you or has
following best describes
anyone you know ever #6: Please
# 1: Overall, how
your view about changes
experienced or
provide your
satisfied are you with the
that may or may not need
witnessed an encounter best estimate
performance of the
#2: W hat do you like or dislike, if
to be made to the
#4: Do you feel that any of the following practices
with the Greenburgh
of when the #7: How would you
Greenburgh Police
anything, about the Greenburgh Police Greenburgh Police
ought to be strengthened in order to enhance the
Police within the last 5 encounter
describe this specific
Timestamp
Department?
Department?
Department?
Greenburgh police?
years?
took place.
encounter?
Require officers to have good relations with the
I was pulled over in my neighborhood for
community, Support management practices so officer' s
supposedly running a stop sign. I was
misconduct is addressed, Support management practices
questioned and ID was given then Let go
so officers with multiple incidents of misconduct are not
11/24/2020 20:31:01 Somewhat satisfied
because my wife was in the car who is an
Minor changes needed
allowed to serve., Ensure that police detaining,
Yes
9/15/2019 Somewhat negative
officer. I haven’t had a ticket in over 30 years
questioning and searching tactics are consistent across
of driving . I felt as if I was targ eted I was
all of Greenburgh Police Department's neighborhoods.,
driving a 2020 vehicle .
Hire more diverse police workforce., Require independent
investigation after each use of a weapon.
11/24/2020 22:07:55 Very satisfied
Like everything about them
No changes needed
I believe they already do most of the above
Yes
6/15/0020
Very Positive
11/25/2020 6:33:59 Very satisfied
Like everything about them
No changes needed
I believe they already do most of the above
Yes
6/15/0020
Very Positive
Require officers to have good relations with the
community, Support management practices so officer' s
misconduct is addressed, Support management practices
so officers with multiple incidents of misconduct are not
allowed to serve., Promote community-based solutions to
preempt situations of violence., Develop more community
11/25/2020 11:55:49 Very satisfied
Helpful, courteous and competent
Don't know/No answer
based police programs, Ensure that police detaining,
No
questioning and searching tactics are consistent across
all of Greenburgh Police Department's neighborhoods.,
Hire more diverse police workforce., Require anti-bias
and/or de-escalation training for all members of the police
force more often than once a year., Require independent
investigation after each use of a weapon.
Require officers to have good relations with the
community, Support management practices so officer' s
misconduct is addressed, Support management practices
so officers with multiple incidents of misconduct are not
allowed to serve., Promote community-based solutions to
preempt situations of violence., Develop more community
11/25/2020 11:56:17 Very satisfied
Helpful, courteous and competent
Don't know/No answer
based police programs, Ensure that police detaining,
No
questioning and searching tactics are consistent across
all of Greenburgh Police Department's neighborhoods.,
Hire more diverse police workforce., Require anti-bias
and/or de-escalation training for all members of the police
force more often than once a year., Require independent
investigation after each use of a weapon.
Require officers to have good relations with the
community, Support management practices so officer' s
misconduct is addressed, Support management practices
so officers with multiple incidents of misconduct are not
allowed to serve., Promote community-based solutions to
preempt situations of violence., Develop more community
11/25/2020 11:59:08 Very satisfied
Helpful, courteous and competent
Don't know/No answer
based police programs, Ensure that police detaining,
No
questioning and searching tactics are consistent across
all of Greenburgh Police Department's neighborhoods.,
Hire more diverse police workforce., Require anti-bias
and/or de-escalation training for all members of the police
force more often than once a year., Require independent
investigation after each use of a weapon.
These questions are based on the false assumption that
11/25/2020 12:39:28 Very satisfied
They are extremely professional and caring. No changes needed
the police are doing something wrong. It is a biased
Yes
7/7/0020
Very Positive
question.
Support management practices so officer' s misconduct is
addressed, Support management practices so officers
I really haven't had any interaction with the
with multiple incidents of misconduct are not allowed to
police department, but I appreciate the
serve., Promote community-based solutions to preempt
11/25/2020 12:40:34 Somewhat satisfied
community reach efforts they make,
Don't know/No answer
situations of violence., Ensure that police detaining,
No
especially at the start of the pandemic - ex.
questioning and searching tactics are consistent across
Story read alouds
all of Greenburgh Police Department's neighborhoods.,
Hire more diverse police workforce., Require independent
investigation after each use of a weapon.
Traffic control needs to improve - esp when
communication of closed roads with commuters and
11/25/2020 12:50:56 Somewhat satisfied
Minor changes needed
Yes
3/15/2029 Very Positive
trees are down or roads are closed
motorists
Support management practices so officer' s misconduct is
addressed, Support management practices so officers
with multiple incidents of misconduct are not allowed to
serve., Promote community-based solutions to preempt
11/25/2020 13:13:42 Don't know/No answer
Don't know/No answer
No
situations of violence., Develop more community based
police programs, Hire more diverse police workforce.,
Require independent investigation after each use of a
weapon., Body cameras at all times
Require officers to have good relations with the
community, Support management practices so officer' s
misconduct is addressed, Support management practices
so officers with multiple incidents of misconduct are not
11/25/2020 16:02:04 Somewhat satisfied
Better community relationships
Minor changes needed
allowed to serve., Develop more community based police No
programs, Hire more diverse police workforce., Require
anti-bias and/or de-escalation training for all members of
the police force more often than once a year., Require
independent investigation after each use of a weapon.
Require officers to have good relations with the
community, Support management practices so officer' s
misconduct is addressed, Support management practices
so officers with multiple incidents of misconduct are not
allowed to serve., Promote community-based solutions to
preempt situations of violence., Develop more community
11/25/2020 17:46:23 Don't know/No answer
Minor changes needed
based police programs, Ensure that police detaining,
No
questioning and searching tactics are consistent across
all of Greenburgh Police Department's neighborhoods.,
Hire more diverse police workforce., Require anti-bias
and/or de-escalation training for all members of the police
force more often than once a year., Require independent
investigation after each use of a weapon.
Require officers to have good relations with the
community, Support management practices so officer' s
misconduct is addressed, Support management practices
so officers with multiple incidents of misconduct are not
allowed to serve., Promote community-based solutions to
preempt situations of violence., Develop more community
11/25/2020 18:35:50 Not very satisfied
Mayor changes needed
based police programs, Ensure that police detaining,
Yes
Very negative
questioning and searching tactics are consistent across
all of Greenburgh Police Department's neighborhoods.,
Hire more diverse police workforce., Require anti-bias
and/or de-escalation training for all members of the police
force more often than once a year., Require independent
investigation after each use of a weapon.
Require officers to have good relations with the
community, Support management practices so officer' s
misconduct is addressed, Support management practices
so officers with multiple incidents of misconduct are not
allowed to serve., Promote community-based solutions to
preempt situations of violence., Develop more community
Their use of intimidation when dealing with
11/26/2020 13:05:23 Not very satisfied
Mayor changes needed
based police programs, Ensure that police detaining,
Yes
6/26/2020 Very negative
civilians.
questioning and searching tactics are consistent across
all of Greenburgh Police Department's neighborhoods.,
Hire more diverse police workforce., Require anti-bias
and/or de-escalation training for all members of the police
force more often than once a year., Require independent
investigation after each use of a weapon.
I love how friendly they are and always willing
11/26/2020 13:24:50 Very satisfied
to help. Most of them live in the area and are No changes needed
None at all.
No
known to in the community.
Support management practices so officer' s misconduct is
addressed, Support management practices so officers
with multiple incidents of misconduct are not allowed to
serve., Ensure that police detaining, questioning and
11/26/2020 13:38:29 Don't know/No answer
Don't know/No answer
searching tactics are consistent across all of Greenburgh No
Police Department's neighborhoods., Hire more diverse
police workforce., Require anti-bias and/or de-escalation
training for all members of the police force more often than
once a year.
11/26/2020 16:06:51 Very satisfied

Thru have always been very professional and
No changes needed
courteous when I've encountered them.

11/26/2020 17:39:34 Very satisfied

They all appear to be very friendly

11/26/2020 17:43:47 Don't know/No answer

Haven’t interacted with them personally. The
closest I’ve come is watching them handle
Don't know/No answer
traffic. Now there’s an opportunity for
improvement.

11/26/2020 18:40:58 Very satisfied

No changes needed

11/26/2020 20:23:17 Somewhat satisfied

Mayor changes needed

11/27/2020 7:24:47 Very satisfied

11/27/2020 8:38:15 Very satisfied

No changes needed

Minor changes needed
Not dislike, but wish we had more patrols,
and enforcement of stop signs, particularly
around schools.

No changes needed

Develop more community based police programs

Yes

10/15/2017 Very Positive

No changes needed
Yes
Require officers to have good relations with the
community, Support management practices so officers
with multiple incidents of misconduct are not allowed to
serve., Require anti-bias and/or de-escalation training for
all members of the police force more often than once a
No
year., I can’t commit to “ supporting management
practices” when I don’t know what the practices are and
what you are looking for me to do to “support management
practices’. I would suggest Making selection criteria for
the job much more stringent.

7/21/2020 Very Positive

None

Yes

Require officers to have good relations with the
community, Support management practices so officer' s
misconduct is addressed, Support management practices
so officers with multiple incidents of misconduct are not
allowed to serve., Promote community-based solutions to
preempt situations of violence., Develop more community
based police programs, Ensure that police detaining,
Yes
questioning and searching tactics are consistent across
all of Greenburgh Police Department's neighborhoods.,
Hire more diverse police workforce., Require anti-bias
and/or de-escalation training for all members of the police
force more often than once a year., Require independent
investigation after each use of a weapon.
Ensure that police detaining, questioning and searching
tactics are consistent across all of Greenburgh Police
Yes
Department's neighborhoods.
Why is this one "required", when all of the choices have at
Yes
least some anti-police bias?

#10: Please
provide the
#9: W ould best estimate
you like to
of when this
#8: Please describe the encounter (include place, time describe
second
#11: How would you #12: Please describe the second encounter (include
of day, race, gender and approximate age of those
another
encounter
describe this
place, time of day, race, gender and approximate age of
involved etc.)
encounter? took place. specific encounter? those involved etc.)

#14: Please
#13: W ould provide the
you like to
best estimate #15: How would
describe
of the third
you describe this #16: Please describe the third encounter
another
encounter
specific
(include place, time of day, race, gender and #17: Please share any other feelings or observations #18: W hat recommendations do you have to
encounter? took place.
encounter?
approximate age of those involved etc.)
about the Greenburgh Police Department
improve policing in Greenburgh?

#20: W hat is your
#19: W hat is your age? gender?

#21: Please indicate
your race and ethnicity
(please check all that #22: Do you reside in
apply)
Greenburgh?

Have transparency

41 - 60 years old

Male

Prefer not to say

Yes

10603

Provide more funding for more training
Provide more funding for more training

41 - 60 years old
41 - 60 years old

Female
Female

Prefer not to say
Prefer not to say

Yes
Yes

10530
10530

Diversity training

41 - 60 years old

Male

Black or AfricanAmerican

Yes

10530

Diversity training

41 - 60 years old

Male

Black or AfricanAmerican

Yes

10530

Diversity training

41 - 60 years old

Male

Black or AfricanAmerican

Yes

10530

None, they do a great job despite the lack of
community support.

Prefer not to answer

Prefer not to say

Prefer not to say

Yes

10530

26 - 40 years old

Female

White or Caucasian

Yes

10607

61 or older

Male

White or Caucasian

Yes

10502

41 - 60 years old

Male

White or Caucasian

Yes

10607

21 - 25 years old

Female

Black or AfricanAmerican

Yes

10603

15 - 20 years old

Female

Asian

Yes

10583

White police officer pulled four black teenagers over on
Tarrytown road and made them exit the car on suspected
drug activity because one passenger (a medical student)
reached to put his seatbelt on. This was after the officer
No
turned on his lig hts, so there was no probable cause. The
four teenagers were accused of lying and threatened with a
K-9 unit.

26 - 40 years old

Male

White or Caucasian

Yes

10530

The encounter was at my mothers home and the police
came to our barbecue as they frequently do. Things quickly
escalated from investigating a noise complaint to
harassment. We lowered the music and the proceeded to
return and park on the street a couple of houses up. On
officer came on to the porch, providing no specific reason
and proceeded to try and enter e house after repeated being No
told that her did not have permissions to enter the home and
to please leave the property. He said he did not need
permission and only relaxed his demeanor after being told
he would be report for harassment if he didn’t leave. He
threatened to give a summons for the noise but eventually
left the property (but stayed on the street.)

In general the culture of intimidation and harassment of
So intimidating the residents, stop harassment the
residents need to stop. While I’ve dealt with many
residents(especially young black men- not a cliche,
reasonable officers I’ve also dealt this just as many
I’ve witness many be unnecessary arrest and
26 - 40 years old
officers who use bullying and intimidation to manipulate
mistreated), eliminate the arrogant tone that many
civilians to comply with what ever the demand are, the even
officers use when dealing with residents
if the citizen has done nothing wrong.

Female

Prefer not to say

Yes

10603

They are nice members of our community. There has
never been any issues with racism for me.

Female

Black or AfricanAmerican

Yes

10530

Male

White or Caucasian,
Black or AfricanAmerican

Yes

10607

41 - 60 years old

Female

White or Caucasian,
Latino or Hispanic

Yes

10603 Trista Norton

26 - 40 years old

Male

Prefer not to say

Yes

10523

41 - 60 years old

Prefer not to say

Other/Unknown

Yes

10530 Nope

26 - 40 years old

Male

Black or AfricanAmerican

Yes

10607

26 - 40 years old

Female

Black or AfricanAmerican

Yes

10607

41 - 60 years old

Female

White or Caucasian

Yes

10530

Male

Prefer not to say

Yes

10583 Prefer not.

See above

No

Great department
Great department

No
No

Professional police department
Professional police department

This question is assuming race was an issue when it was
not.

No

They treat all people with respect and dignity.

I was a victim of a crime and went to the police dept.

No

Morale does not seem high. Some Depts are excellent. Again - better communication with motorists and
This GASR inquisition is absurd.
commuters.

Anti-bias training at least once a year.

10/25/2020 Somewhat negative

Somewhat negative

6/15/2019 Very Positive

26 - 40 years old

21 - 25 years old

I needed assistance on a domestic matter. The officers
were very professional and empathetic. Race, gender and
age did not and do not matter to me.
Met at Dunkin’ Donuts. Race and gender is irrelevant

No

Professional and friendly.

Car accident

None

No

The police dept seems to be doing an ok job. I bet the
officers can tell you ( if they haven’t already done so) the
weaknesses and strengths of the dept as well as provide
workable solutions. Have you asked them? And if their
solutions require resources, are you willing to provide
them?

8/12/2020 Very Positive

None.

No

Very professional

My 65 yr old Black mother, was pulled over by a white male
officer for allegedly driving in the shoulder, she wasn’t she
was making a right turn into a parking lot. While the officer
did not ticket her berated and demeaned her, was extremely No
condescending and his behavior was uncalled for.
Unfortunately my mother did not get his name or badge
number

Not an incident.A moving violation

No

Police presence at anti-fraud class at our local bank.

Yes, I'd like to
describe
another
encounter

4/20/2018 Very Positive

Police traffic stop, handled professionally and with courtesy.
Entirely proper.

No

From my limited experience the department appears
professional and competent.

None at the moment .

None keep up the good work

More traffic enforcement, including on Central Ave.,
41 - 60 years old
which at times seems like the "Indy 500".

#24: W ould you please
share your name and
#23: Please share your contact information?
zip code
(Optional)

Shivi Jain
shivijain604@gmail.com

11/27/2020 9:28:42 Very satisfied

These are the "likes": Their accessibility,
their competence and sensitivity when
dealing with the public, and their prompt
addressing of concerns of town residents.

11/28/2020 7:07:18 Not very satisfied

They seem to follow the scorn and intimidate
Minor changes needed
model rather than protect and serve

No changes needed

11/28/2020 10:13:37 Very satisfied

They are responsive, helpful and courteous. Don't know/No answer

11/28/2020 10:48:18 Very satisfied

Polite and professional

11/28/2020 15:28:31 Somewhat satisfied

No enough patrol in the parking lot of 33 ock
Mayor changes needed
street

11/28/2020 19:26:39 Don't know/No answer

11/28/2020 20:01:27 Not very satisfied

11/28/2020 20:45:10 Very satisfied

11/28/2020 20:46:34 Very satisfied

11/29/2020 0:08:43 Not very satisfied

11/29/2020 4:51:18 Very satisfied

Don't know/No answer

Don't know/No answer

every time that there is an announcement
about recent graduates that have joined the
force it lacks people of color. That is a major
Mayor changes needed
issue please review the last 5 graduating
classes and point out a person of color or
heck even a racially ambiguous individual

No issues. They came to my house once
when my house alarm went off
Great job, no issues. Please don’t reduce
their funding, we need more of these fine
men and women, not less.

In my experience they are curt and seem
generally annoyed by the public.

Smile sometimes

No, they’re doing a great job. No changes aren’t needed. Yes

Mayor changes needed

Require officers to have good relations with the
community, Support management practices so officer' s
misconduct is addressed, Support management practices
so officers with multiple incidents of misconduct are not
Yes
allowed to serve., Hire more diverse police workforce.,
Require anti-bias and/or de-escalation training for all
members of the police force more often than once a year.

No changes needed

Responsive, professional, patient,
supportive, aware (in my interactions with
GPD they inquired and then acted).

Minor changes needed

11/30/2020 9:53:55 Somewhat satisfied

Hig h Visibility

Don't know/No answer

12/1/2020 12:57:36 Not at all satisfied

They did not follow procedure and are
responsible for my nephews death

Mayor changes needed

12/1/2020 13:21:27 Somewhat satisfied

interactions with persons of color are
sometimes disrespectful and appear to be
stopped more often than those of white
people

Minor changes needed

12/1/2020 13:22:12 Not at all satisfied

They did not follow procedure and are
responsible for my nephews death

Mayor changes needed

11/29/2020 18:55:23 Very satisfied

Support management practices so officer' s misconduct is
addressed, Support management practices so officers
with multiple incidents of misconduct are not allowed to
serve., Hire more diverse police workforce., Require anti- Yes
bias and/or de-escalation training for all members of the
police force more often than once a year., Require
independent investigation after each use of a weapon.

No changes needed

Minor changes needed

11/29/2020 13:22:24 Very satisfied

Require officers to have good relations with the
community, Support management practices so officer' s
misconduct is addressed, Support management practices
so officers with multiple incidents of misconduct are not
allowed to serve., Promote community-based solutions to
preempt situations of violence., Develop more community
based police programs, Ensure that police detaining,
Yes
questioning and searching tactics are consistent across
all of Greenburgh Police Department's neighborhoods.,
Hire more diverse police workforce., Require anti-bias
and/or de-escalation training for all members of the police
force more often than once a year., Require independent
investigation after each use of a weapon.
Require officers to have good relations with the
community, Support management practices so officer' s
misconduct is addressed, Support management practices
so officers with multiple incidents of misconduct are not
allowed to serve., Promote community-based solutions to
preempt situations of violence., Ensure that police
detaining, questioning and searching tactics are
Yes
consistent across all of Greenburgh Police Department's
neighborhoods., Hire more diverse police workforce.,
Require anti-bias and/or de-escalation training for all
members of the police force more often than once a year.,
Require independent investigation after each use of a
weapon.
Ensure that police detaining, questioning and searching
tactics are consistent across all of Greenburgh Police
Department's neighborhoods., Require anti-bias and/or No
de-escalation training for all members of the police force
more often than once a year.
Require officers to have good relations with the
community, Support management practices so officer' s
misconduct is addressed, Support management practices
so officers with multiple incidents of misconduct are not
allowed to serve., Promote community-based solutions to
preempt situations of violence., Develop more community
based police programs, Ensure that police detaining,
questioning and searching tactics are consistent across Yes
all of Greenburgh Police Department's neighborhoods.,
Hire more diverse police workforce., Require anti-bias
and/or de-escalation training for all members of the police
force more often than once a year., Require independent
investigation after each use of a weapon., Train officers to
handle students with mental illness with the greenburgh
schools
Ensure that police detaining, questioning and searching
tactics are consistent across all of Greenburgh Police
Department's neighborhoods., Hire more diverse police
workforce., Require anti-bias and/or de-escalation
No
training for all members of the police force more often than
once a year., Require independent investigation after each
use of a weapon.

Minor changes needed

My husband and I have been given courtesy
No changes needed
and answers when we had interactions.

11/29/2020 9:04:41 Somewhat satisfied

You have assumed practices that are not in evidence,
some of which are not just insulting to the police force in
our community, but ar categorically untrue. Instead of
looking to the local police for problems in the minority
communities here, I suggest you look to founding a
Yes
committee of social workers and other qualified individuals
to get directly involved with families in the community to
empower them to achieve through emphasing education
and upward mobility in their families.

Ensure that police detaining, questioning and searching
tactics are consistent across all of Greenburgh Police
Department's neighborhoods.

5/1/2019 Somewhat negative

I was in an accident (hit from behind). I’m a white middle
aged woman. The person who hit me was Indian probably
30s.

9/7/2020 Very Positive

Hartsdale, 2pm, called because there was a report that
music was loud. Male and female African American. Police
No
were cordial and did not hear loud music. Gave good advice
and follow up.

Neither positive nor
negative

2/1/2020 Somewhat negative

Officer was called to assist with a child that was in mental
crisis in the school . How the officer handle the child was
very frightening for staff and the students.The officer was
very Rough and showed no compassion.

Yes

training for all members of the police force more often than
once a year.
Require officers to have good relations with the
community, Support management practices so officer' s
misconduct is addressed, Support management practices
so officers with multiple incidents of misconduct are not
allowed to serve., Promote community-based solutions to
preempt situations of violence., Develop more community
based police programs, Ensure that police detaining,
No
questioning and searching tactics are consistent across
all of Greenburgh Police Department's neighborhoods.,
Hire more diverse police workforce., Require anti-bias
and/or de-escalation training for all members of the police
force more often than once a year., Require independent
investigation after each use of a weapon.
Require officers to have good relations with the
community, Support management practices so officer' s
misconduct is addressed, Support management practices
so officers with multiple incidents of misconduct are not
allowed to serve., Ensure that police detaining,
questioning and searching tactics are consistent across
Yes
all of Greenburgh Police Department's neighborhoods.,
Hire more diverse police workforce., Require anti-bias
and/or de-escalation training for all members of the police
force more often than once a year., Require independent
investigation after each use of a weapon., CPR classes for
all police
Support management practices so officer' s misconduct is
addressed, Support management practices so officers
with multiple incidents of misconduct are not allowed to
serve., Promote community-based solutions to preempt
situations of violence., Develop more community based
police programs, Ensure that police detaining,
Yes
questioning and searching tactics are consistent across
all of Greenburgh Police Department's neighborhoods.,
Hire more diverse police workforce., Require anti-bias
and/or de-escalation training for all members of the police
force more often than once a year., Require independent
investigation after each use of a weapon.
Require officers to have good relations with the
community, Support management practices so officer' s
misconduct is addressed, Support management practices
so officers with multiple incidents of misconduct are not
allowed to serve., Ensure that police detaining,
questioning and searching tactics are consistent across
Yes
all of Greenburgh Police Department's neighborhoods.,

10/10/2020 Very Positive

Somewhat negative

11/23/2019 Very Positive

No

We went to the Greenburgh Police Dept. to donate an old
phone to abused women. We were asked to wait to see the
police woman in charg e who told us that Verizon takes
phones; the Police Department no longer does.

No

No

10533

None right now

41 - 60 years old

Female

Black or AfricanAmerican

Yes

10530

61 or older

Male

White or Caucasian

Yes

10530

Female

Black or AfricanAmerican

Yes

10603 Yes

Training to handle individuals with mental health
I don’t see them enough to know how they are functioning
crisis is a national issue that needs attention on the 41 - 60 years old
in community.
local level

Female

Black or AfricanAmerican

Yes

10523

Hire more people of color. Promote people of color
to roles of leadership. Engage all officers with
diversity training. Understand that summer camp
with young males of color does nothing to limit the 26 - 40 years old
threat that is felt when these young boys become
men and thus training that focuses on hidden biases
and calls out their hidden fears is important.

Female

White or Caucasian,
Black or AfricanAmerican

white plains but i am
assessed in greenburgh

10603

No concerns

Smile a bit

61 or older

Non-binary/third gender White or Caucasian

Yes

10530 No

I consider myself fortunate to live in a town with such a
great police force.

More funding and respect for the officers, stop
blaming them for society’s ills.

Prefer not to answer

Prefer not to say

Prefer not to say

Yes

10530

Female

White or Caucasian

Yes

10603 Juliacheney@gmail.com

Female

White or Caucasian

Yes

10530

41 - 60 years old

Female

Black or AfricanAmerican

Yes

10603

61 or older

Male

White or Caucasian

Yes

10530

41 - 60 years old

Male

Black or AfricanAmerican

Yes

10607

61 or older

Female

Black or AfricanAmerican

Yes

10530

They were fine each time I met them. No problems

Police department to run a summer program for low
achievers /.Offer program, ,mentoring to boys who Prefer not to answer
need emotional support

Im not the expert - seems like a good question for
Based on an incident from years before, I won’t let my
them but here’s a place to start:
husband or son answer the door when police knock as they
Recognize the importance and need of
are both Latino and I’m white. I’ve heard similar sentiment
improvement in diversifying personnel (behind desks
from neighbors and friends in Greenburgh.
26 - 40 years old
and in the field) and improving community relations Having been at marches and protests and City events they
maybe ask people why they want to be cops - if it’s
don’t feel approachable. They act annoyed when you ask a
for power or ego (or a similar underlying reason)
question, and are not friendly.
then that’s not the rig ht reason.
When there have been traffic stops for registration
inspection, the police have been polite and expeditious.
We have had no problems; however, we are old and
We had a faulty house alarm go off. The policeman who
61 or older
white!
responded was very pleasant and told us he had made

Possible Positive Covid emergency call.

No

None

11/29/2017 Very negative

Somewhat negative

11/29/2017 Very negative

Dr. Edward & Dr. Carol
Gladstone

sure there was no break in.

I haven't had much contact with the Police

3/15/2020 Very Positive

10583

White or Caucasian

I dont quite remember the date and Feb. is just a guess of
when my interaction took place. It white male officer was in
my neighborhood as there was a fire at granada crescent
all the parking was taken up and i wasn’t quite sure what
was going on and when i’d be able to park. I was extremely
pregnant at the time and so i asked the officer how to
proceed and he was EXTREMELY RUDE AND
DISMISSIVE and literally said “i don't know” and proceeded
No
to watch videos on his cellphone. I pay taxes and thus
officers should be an example and focus on building
community relations as opposed to acting as though
civilians are interrupting their “free time” when they are on
the clock . As a result, I had to wait in the lot for over an hour
and until he felt like moving his car along with the other
officers who were taking up about 20 parking spaces for an
incident that was 2 buildings down

Stopped by my house to ask if my camera worked as they
were looking for footage. Male, 40s, white, early afternoon

Yes

Female

No

Police apprehended a thief. Despite the actions of the thief,
the officers were civil and professional while making the
No
arrest.

Prefer not to say

41 - 60 years old

Feel very comfortable with dept.

3/3/2020

Female

Don’t just sit in your cars or pull people over.
Become a force of good in the community. Have
visibility for good reasons.

No

No

Require officers to have good relations with the
community, Support management practices so officer' s
misconduct is addressed, Support management practices
so officers with multiple incidents of misconduct are not
allowed to serve., Promote community-based solutions to
preempt situations of violence., Ensure that police
No
detaining, questioning and searching tactics are
consistent across all of Greenburgh Police Department's
neighborhoods., Hire more diverse police workforce.,
Require anti-bias and/or de-escalation training for all
members of the police force more often than once a year.
Require officers to have good relations with the
community, Support management practices so officer' s
misconduct is addressed, Support management practices
so officers with multiple incidents of misconduct are not
No
allowed to serve., Require anti-bias and/or de-escalation
training for all members of the police force more often than
once a year.
Ensure that police detaining, questioning and searching
tactics are consistent across all of Greenburgh Police
Department's neighborhoods., Hire more diverse police
Yes
workforce., Require anti-bias and/or de-escalation

Hire more diverse police workforce., Require anti-bias
and/or de-escalation training for all members of the police
force more often than once a year., Require independent
investigation after each use of a weapon., CPR classes for
all police

3/1/2019 Very Positive

The police were very helpful in protecting and assisting in a
community based examination of a dangerous area in town
where a pedestrian had been killed. They were also happy to
answer questions and concerns addressed to them. And, by
the way, I recognized a wonderful African American officer
(Officer Hall) whom I had spoken with previously who had
left a very favorable impression on me in his handling of a
prior community event. He actually remembered me, and
No
couldn't have been more professional or pleasant. I frankly
didn't notice how many of my fellow neighbors who were
present were white, black or brown, or how many males,
females or transgenders were present. And as I have not
examined their DNA, I frankly would have no idea what some
of them were to begin with. Your need to insert race into
each and every question to create issues which don't exist
would be laughable if it weren't so insulting to us all.

Here it is. plain and simple: our police force is the one
entity that keeps us safe and protects us from everything
from criminal activity to incidents involving dangerous
roadway conditions. If you are looking for "systemic
racism" here--a term of art that appears to mean whatever
you want it to--I can only conclude that your agenda is
such that you are out to substitute your judgement for that
of law enforcement professionals, and you have really
shown your cards with your incredibly biased questions. If
you seriously think that "systemic racism" exists in our
police department, then you are either blind, in denial, or
looking for a scapegoat for the ills that have plagued
certain communities for decades. The solution is NOT
reforming our police force, but reforming the problem
where it begins: in the home. You want to do something Perhaps more emphasis on traffic enforcement, as
REALLY valuable for this town? Take some of the funding we have a rash of drag racers and speeders who
Prefer not to answer
already in place and do not ask one more dime from the
pose a constant danger to our community.
struggling taxpayers here--and direct it to effective
domestic education. If you were brought up, let's say, by
an unwed teenager or an elderly grandparent, you are
already compromised. However, by educating families
about the value of education itself and the way to upward
mobility, you change this cycle. And before you dismiss
my observations as that of one of our affluent clueless
members of the community, I'll have you know that I
started life in one of the worst housing projects in the
entire metropolitan area. Education and a vision of a better
life saved me. So perhaps your group should be looking
instead into ways to EMPOWER communities, rather than
ways to emasculate our dedicated police force, who risk
their lives every day for us all.

None

My nephew died because the used excessive force and not
No
give him cpr in a timely manner

Better accountably fir officers who do not use body
They were wrong for leaving me waiting almost two hours
cams properly, better training on cpr better training 41 - 60 years old
before they told me he died
on arriving to a scene,

Female

Latino or Hispanic

No

10701

young male person of color stopped for no apparent reason No

So important that systemic racism needs to be
considered and procedures enacted from top down,
so that all are treated respectfully, within appropriate
policy and not targ eted because of the way the
individual looks or dresses, or just because they are
hanging out in a group, or drive a rundown car, etc. 41 - 60 years old
And similar for auto stops. If the officer would think
for a minute would I be stopping or suspicious of the
person or do this if the individual was white and they
honestly question well maybe not, then that behavior
needs to change.

Female

White or Caucasian

Yes

10706

My nephew died because the used excessive force and not
No
give him cpr in a timely manner

Better accountably fir officers who do not use body
They were wrong for leaving me waiting almost two hours
cams properly, better training on cpr better training 41 - 60 years old
before they told me he died
on arriving to a scene,

Female

Latino or Hispanic

No

10701

Gabe Saland/
gsaland@yahoo.com

Require officers to have good relations with the
community, Support management practices so officer' s
misconduct is addressed, Support management practices
so officers with multiple incidents of misconduct are not
allowed to serve., Promote community-based solutions to
preempt situations of violence., Develop more community
based police programs, Ensure that police detaining,
No
questioning and searching tactics are consistent across
all of Greenburgh Police Department's neighborhoods.,
Hire more diverse police workforce., Require anti-bias
and/or de-escalation training for all members of the police
force more often than once a year., Require independent
investigation after each use of a weapon., Establish a
civilian complaint review board.
Support management practices so officer' s misconduct is
addressed, Support management practices so officers
with multiple incidents of misconduct are not allowed to
serve., Promote community-based solutions to preempt
situations of violence., Develop more community based
police programs, Ensure that police detaining,
Yes
questioning and searching tactics are consistent across
all of Greenburgh Police Department's neighborhoods.,
Require anti-bias and/or de-escalation training for all
members of the police force more often than once a year.,
Require independent investigation after each use of a

12/1/2020 13:52:30 Very satisfied

I like their community involvement with youth,
Mayor changes needed
specifically the Explorers Program.

12/1/2020 21:01:08 Somewhat satisfied

They do not incorporate crisis intervention in
Minor changes needed
their policing

12/2/2020 18:02:04 Very satisfied

They come to one's aid if necessary; seem to
No changes needed
know area

Promote community-based solutions to preempt situations
of violence., Develop more community based police
programs, Ensure that police detaining, questioning and Yes
searching tactics are consistent across all of Greenburgh
Police Department's neighborhoods.

Their refusal to address illegal activities of
pro Trump rallies/convoys.

Mayor changes needed

Require officers to have good relations with the
community, Support management practices so officer' s
misconduct is addressed, Support management practices
so officers with multiple incidents of misconduct are not
allowed to serve., Promote community-based solutions to
preempt situations of violence., Ensure that police
detaining, questioning and searching tactics are
Yes
consistent across all of Greenburgh Police Department's
neighborhoods., Hire more diverse police workforce.,
Require anti-bias and/or de-escalation training for all
members of the police force more often than once a year.,
Require independent investigation after each use of a
weapon.

12/3/2020 13:35:27 Not very satisfied

The disrespect towards the black community Mayor changes needed

Require officers to have good relations with the
community, Support management practices so officer' s
misconduct is addressed, Support management practices
so officers with multiple incidents of misconduct are not
allowed to serve., Promote community-based solutions to
preempt situations of violence., Develop more community
based police programs, Ensure that police detaining,
Yes
questioning and searching tactics are consistent across
all of Greenburgh Police Department's neighborhoods.,
Hire more diverse police workforce., Require anti-bias
and/or de-escalation training for all members of the police
force more often than once a year., Require independent
investigation after each use of a weapon.

12/3/2020 13:53:39 Very satisfied

No changes needed
do not see them much in the area - they use
Don't know/No answer
to drive by every once in awhile

12/3/2020 10:11:53 Not at all satisfied

12/3/2020 13:53:49 Somewhat satisfied

12/3/2020 13:58:48 Very satisfied

No officer wears a Hig h Viz jacket on traffic
Minor changes needed
patrol.

12/3/2020 14:02:46 Don't know/No answer

12/3/2020 14:03:56 Very satisfied

Don't know/No answer

responsiveness, professionalism, overall
friendliness

12/3/2020 14:06:38 Somewhat satisfied

12/3/2020 14:09:44 Very satisfied

12/3/2020 14:10:03 Very satisfied

There is nothing I dislike
The times that I have called, the police
department is courteous professional and
respond in a timely manner

Always friendly

12/3/2020 14:10:11 Don't know/No answer

They are already diverse!!

Yes

Support management practices so officer' s misconduct is
addressed, Support management practices so officers
with multiple incidents of misconduct are not allowed to
Yes
serve., Require anti-bias and/or de-escalation training for
all members of the police force more often than once a
year.
Require officers to have good relations with the
community, Support management practices so officers
with multiple incidents of misconduct are not allowed to
serve., Hire more diverse police workforce., Require anti- No
bias and/or de-escalation training for all members of the
police force more often than once a year., Require
independent investigation after each use of a weapon.

none of these. you are looking to solve problems other
places have but seem largely absent in our community.

Yes

Minor changes needed

Require officers to have good relations with the
community, Support management practices so officers
with multiple incidents of misconduct are not allowed to
serve., Promote community-based solutions to preempt
situations of violence., Develop more community based
police programs, Hire more diverse police workforce.

No

No changes needed

Don't know/No answer

Require officers to have good relations with the
community, Promote community-based solutions to
preempt situations of violence.

Yes

12/3/2020 14:11:39 Very satisfied

Require officers to have good relations with the community Yes

12/3/2020 14:16:37 Somewhat satisfied

When you call or a non emergency their
tone in voice is abrupt, curt, and non
welcoming.

Require officers to have good relations with the
community, Support management practices so officer' s
misconduct is addressed, Support management practices
so officers with multiple incidents of misconduct are not
allowed to serve., Promote community-based solutions to
Yes
preempt situations of violence., Develop more community
based police programs, Hire more diverse police
workforce., Require anti-bias and/or de-escalation
training for all members of the police force more often than
once a year.

12/3/2020 14:17:18 Very satisfied

Always kind and vey responsive

Minor changes needed

No changes needed

No changes needed

12/3/2020 14:19:25 Very satisfied

They are extremely professional, courteous,
No changes needed
and helpful.

No action needed.

12/3/2020 14:21:25 Very satisfied

I have great respect for our local department Minor changes needed

Require officers to have good relations with the
community, Support management practices so officers
with multiple incidents of misconduct are not allowed to
serve., Promote community-based solutions to preempt
No
situations of violence., Develop more community based
police programs, Ensure that police detaining,
questioning and searching tactics are consistent across
all of Greenburgh Police Department's neighborhoods.

12/3/2020 14:23:56 Very satisfied

None

No changes needed

No changes

No

12/3/2020 14:25:11 Very satisfied

Fantastic police.

No changes needed

Good like it is.

No

12/3/2020 14:30:24 Very satisfied

They are always professional and polite and
No changes needed
here to help when needed.

Keep up the good professional work they are doing.

Yes

12/3/2020 14:37:28 Not at all satisfied

12/3/2020 14:40:44 Very satisfied

Don't know/No answer

Require officers to have good relations with the
community, Support management practices so officer' s
misconduct is addressed, Support management practices
so officers with multiple incidents of misconduct are not
allowed to serve., Ensure that police detaining,
questioning and searching tactics are consistent across
all of Greenburgh Police Department's neighborhoods.,
Hire more diverse police workforce., Require anti-bias
and/or de-escalation training for all members of the police
force more often than once a year., Require independent
investigation after each use of a weapon.
Support management practices so officers with multiple
incidents of misconduct are not allowed to serve., Promote
community-based solutions to preempt situations of
violence., Ensure that police detaining, questioning and
searching tactics are consistent across all of Greenburgh
Police Department's neighborhoods.
Ensure that police detaining, questioning and searching
tactics are consistent across all of Greenburgh Police
Department's neighborhoods.
N/a
Require officers to have good relations with the
community, Promote community-based solutions to
preempt situations of violence., Develop more community
based police programs, Require anti-bias and/or deescalation training for all members of the police force
more often than once a year.

Yes

8/22/2017 Somewhat positive

I accidentally called "9-1-1" when trying to call "9-1-4"
(phone error). Immediately I got called by police and told
them of error. 2 officers came to house to check on me (I
was embarrassed, but fine). A bit of an overreaction.
Regarding all my other answers: note: I'm white, female,
middle/old aged.

No

generally very positive

Detailed emails sent to Delia Marx

No

11/25/0020

Very negative

Place: 376 Saw Mill River Road Unit 62-2 Elmford, New
York 10523 Time: 4:20pm Monday, Nov. 3, 2020 Day before
Presidential elections

11/2/2020 Very negative

Very Positive

A court of protection was not enforced. It was issued on
10/9/2020 through 10/8/2020 By Assistant D.A. Adeel
Mirza
Myself(female 60) and the defendant(male 56) are black.
The police officer(white 30ish) told me the document meant
nothing. He told me I was mad because he would not arrest
the defendant. I told him if I parked in front of Scarsdale
home; they would have the S.W.A.T Team to take me in. The
police officer turned immediately and walked away and drove
off in his car.
Don't remember

12/2/2020 Very Positive

1/29/2017 Very Positive

7/1/2019 Very negative

Myself(female black 59)
2 police officers(Both White 30ish) I called it was the day after
Twanna Brawley was murdered in her home by police officers. I
called the morning after to the police station that my wooden
No
rocking on my porch was missing. When they arrived they told
me I might have placed it inside and let them in to check. I have
Osteoporosis and a bulging disc and use a rotator! !! Both
incidents the police officers were very condescending because
of the Rascism and disrespectful attitudes towards the black
community of Fairview/Greenburg h

No

12/1/2020 Very Positive

Neighbor , who happens to be African American, fell in
garage
Police and EMS responded and transported to hospital
My neighbor was treated with dignity and respect

Accountability and more Transparency!!

I speak to a lot of them, just to make conversation. The
vast majority of them are knowledgable and friendly!

3/19/2019 Somewhat negative

Caucasian male late twenties early thirties. At intersection
of Maria Regina and Solomon school. He was directing
traffic. I did not see his hands out. He has gloves And coat
and he got nasty bc I didn’t see him put his hand up. Maybe Yes, I'd like to
if he would put his hand out or had a sign that’s says
describe
stop/go the contrast in colors would be better. He got very another
nasty and then kept pointing to his other hand with the signal encounter
for stop. I thought he was waving when he did that. Not
good. Misunderstanding but definitely left me in a sour
mood in regards to professional behavior.

Medical assistance needed, officers and paramedics
responded

No changes needed

Yes

12/3/2020 14:46:04 Very satisfied

Officers are very kind and professional

No changes needed

12/3/2020 14:46:33 Very satisfied

Professionalism

No changes needed

12/3/2020 14:47:33 Very satisfied

Great Crime Solving by Detectives

No changes needed

Nothing

Yes

12/3/2020 14:48:05 Somewhat satisfied

Overall excellent police force. Two areas for
improvement: (1) they don't pay enough
Don't know/No answer
attention to my neighborhood, and (2) they
cost a lot.

Require officers to have good relations with the
community, Support management practices so officer' s
misconduct is addressed

Yes

12/3/2020 14:49:38 Very satisfied

Professionalism

In my experience, the police have always been extremely
professional

No

Winter evening

Yes

Louise Cherico 33 Oak
Street 4C White Plains
10603 Ny 10603
louisebcherico@gmail.c
om

10530

Enforce the law equally

61 or older

Female

White or Caucasian

Irvington

10533

Catherine O’Keeffe.
Ctbok322@gmail.com

Female

Black or AfricanAmerican

Elmsford

10523

Stephanie Swann
(914)564-7907

Diversity training programs should be a
requirement. Also psychological testing should be
required as a mandated State Law as a part of the 41 - 60 years old
police C.S.E.A. testing Pre- hiring and every 2
years as a Post Required Evaluations.

Prefer not to answer

Prefer not to say

Prefer not to say

Yes

10583

more visable

61 or older

Female

White or Caucasian

Yes

10583

Use lower brightness lights on cars.

61 or older

Male

White or Caucasian

Yes

Murray Bodin
10530 Concernedgrandfatherg
mail.com

61 or older

Female

White or Caucasian

Yes

10706

Non-binary/third gender

Black or AfricanAmerican

Yes

10583

26 - 40 years old

Female

Asian

Yes

10530

41 - 60 years old

Male

Other/Unknown

Yes

10591

Prefer not to answer

Prefer not to say

Prefer not to say

Yes

10530 Yes

4/16/2020 Somewhat negative

Not sure if correct day but while I was walking in my
neighborhood the football field of soccer was filled with men
playing a soccer games. Many spectators all with no masks
and no social distancing. I called to report this because at the
height of the Covid pandemic and me being a essential health
care worker seeing this was unbelievable to me. The officer on
No
the line made me feel so foolish for reporting this. He made a
comment like, what do you want me to do, I guess we can go
and tell them to social distance and wear a mask. This remark
was unbelievable bc this was the time when Gov Cuomo was
talking about local enforcement ensuring that we all assist with
mask mandate.

Yes, I'd like to
describe
another
encounter

8/3/2017 Very Positive

Gender, race, age was NOT a factor.

No

41 - 60 years old

Male

White or Caucasian

Ardsley

10502

I have only encountered kind and professional officers in
my 10 years in Greenburgh. But then again, I am kind and
professional with them. Maybe we need more community
programs regarding how to treat police if you are pulled Guve them all the resources they need to do their
over or have any other encounters. But, as I am sure you very difficult jobs!
are gonna ask for my race I am white, so that’s probably
me speaking from my “white privilege” standpoint that I
hear I have.

41 - 60 years old

Male

White or Caucasian

Yes

Peter.
10530 Deadrabbit79@yahoo.co
m

I’m sure there are excellent officers but sometimes
condescending and sarcastic attitudes don’t make a good The recommendations on the first page would be
first impression especially if you are trying to be a good good.
citizen and report your concerns

41 - 60 years old

Female

Latino or Hispanic

Yes

Yolanda.
10530 Yolandaotr44@gmail.co
m

Whenever I have needed or called them they have been
responsive and very attentive

I'm completely satisfied

61 or older

Female

White or Caucasian

Yes

10583 Helene Orce

doing great job

41 - 60 years old

Male

White or Caucasian

Yes

10583 todd strier 917-439-3092

None

Prefer not to answer

Male

Black or AfricanAmerican

Yes

10530

41 - 60 years old

Male

Black or AfricanAmerican

Yes

Lemuel A Davis 273
10523 Abbott Avenue Elmsford
NY

Yes

10530

Great Department.

No

Black or AfricanAmerican
Black or AfricanAmerican

Prefer not to answer

Prefer not to say

Love them.

None

Prefer not to answer

Prefer not to say

Yes

10530

They are very professional

Tell people to stop seeing officers as the enemy.

Prefer not to answer

Prefer not to say

Prefer not to say

Yes

10530

26 - 40 years old

Male

Prefer not to say

Yes

10603

41 - 60 years old

Female

White or Caucasian

Yes

10530

41 - 60 years old

Male

White or Caucasian

Yes

Diversify your police force so that it is truly representative Stop Treating everyone like criminals. You’re not
of the people you’re supposed to “serve.”
above the law. Stop with the self-rig hteousness.

Very Positive

White or Caucasian

Yes

No

Community relations

Female

White or Caucasian

I feel more Community Policing is needed. Same Officers
should be assigned to certain areas on rotation bases.
More patrolling of problem Areas
More Patrolling and Community Policing

10/30/2020 Very Positive

10530

Female

I feel the police department does a great job for the size
and scope of area they cover
I also don’t feel that there is anything systemically rasict
about someone who takes a civil service exam and attends
none
6 month training academy to serve and protect their
community .
The money , time and effort spent on this topic could be
better served .

No

9/15/2019 Very Positive

Gender, sex race was NOT a factor.

Yes

61 or older

Please dont bend to pressures in the area of
discriminating based on race or gender.
Continuing to hire the candidates best suited for
police work regardless of gender and race keep us 41 - 60 years old
all safe. If i have an emergency, i do not care the
race or gender of the responder so long as it is the
person best equipped to help.

No

I provided Ring video camera footage of an incident that
took place on my street that helped lead to an arrest. I dealt
No
with a male officer on day 1 then dealt with a female
detective after that.

2/3/2013 Very Positive

Black or AfricanAmerican

what I answered is just my general opinions, they
have nothing to do with my actual experiences.

They are good already

Office was checking on my application for a Winter Parking
No
permit

police response to neighbor's car break in. not sure at all
why gender would matter.

Female

376 Saw Mill River Road Unit 62-1, Elmsford, New York 10523

Yes, I'd like to
describe
another
encounter

No

12/3/2020 14:44:14 Very satisfied

No changes needed

By having two specially trained officers on each
I just want two officers from each shift who are trained to
shift, they are able to be relived in the event that they
deal with a call that needs de-escalation and stay long
are needed. Two on each shift, also allows room for 41 - 60 years old
enough before pushing the family to either press charg es
shift changes, sick days, vacation days etc..without
or transport them for psychiatric evaluation.
being short of a crisis officer at any given time.

Support management practices so officers with multiple
incidents of misconduct are not allowed to serve., Ensure
that police detaining, questioning and searching tactics No
are consistent across all of Greenburgh Police
Department's neighborhoods.
Require officers to have good relations with the
community, Develop more community based police
No
programs

12/3/2020 14:18:20 Very satisfied

It’s clear as day, the GPD lacks diversity in
their officers and management/leadership
team. Haven’t seen one middle eastern,
Mayor changes needed
eastern Asian hire in all the years I’ve called
Greenburgh home. Time to change that!

my 11 year old daughter was in crisis. Police had
responded several times, each time was rushed. There was
no cohesion. Each time they responded, I had to explain the.
Entire story from the beginning. Both times that she was
No
transported to the ER, her bedroom door was pushed open,
it took 4 officers to grab her and strap her tightly to a
gurney. They just could not leave their policing duties long
enough to de-escalate.

Require officers to have good relations with the
community, Support management practices so officer' s
misconduct is addressed, Promote community-based
solutions to preempt situations of violence., Develop more
community based police programs, Ensure that police
No
detaining, questioning and searching tactics are
consistent across all of Greenburgh Police Department's
neighborhoods., Require independent investigation after
each use of a weapon.
Support management practices so officers with multiple
incidents of misconduct are not allowed to serve., Require
No
anti-bias and/or de-escalation training for all members of
the police force more often than once a year.

I love the police! Police have a very difficult
job to do in dealing with the public who are
now told that they are all bad because of a
few bad officers. By that logic we are all bad
No changes needed
people because there are plenty of bad
people in the world. We do not have a police
problem in this country, we have a people
problem!

61 or older

4/26/2018 Very negative

Require officers to have good relations with the community No

No changes needed

No changes needed

I have had positive interactions with the GPD, but
More officers of color need to be hired and
antiracism training is critical as is training in methods of
promoted into senior ranks.
arrest or detainment other than the use of firearms.

No

10523

No

No complaints

26 - 40 years old

Male

White or Caucasian

No

No

The best

Keep at it

26 - 40 years old

Male

Prefer not to say

No

They are respectful of all people

Continue what they are doing

26 - 40 years old

Prefer not to say

Black or AfricanAmerican, Prefer not to
say

Yes

10603

Prefer not to answer

Prefer not to say

Prefer not to say

Yes

10583

26 - 40 years old

Male

Prefer not to say

No

19129

6/20/2020 Very Positive

1/1/2016 Somewhat positive

Police interviewed subjects about a larceny that just
occurred during the evening and they were very courteous
to both black and white people they spoke with. Subjects
were in their 20’s

No

No

They care about the community they serve

Continue to protect and serve the community the
way they have done for years

10075

07030

They are a model for all other agencies to strive for. Their
professionalism and responsiveness is outstanding. It is
Change criminal justice reforms to think more about
impossible to make everyone happy, especially people that
41 - 60 years old
victims and victim's rig ht
violate the law and have little regard for doing the right
thing

Female

Black or AfricanAmerican

Yes

10603

Great men and woman

26 - 40 years old

Non-binary/third gender Prefer not to say

Yes

10603

41 - 60 years old

Male

White or Caucasian

Yes

10523

21 - 25 years old

Male

White or Caucasian,
Black or AfricanAmerican

Yes

10591

61 or older

Female

White or Caucasian

Yes

10530 Theresa Mae Tori

61 or older

Female

White or Caucasian

Yes

10591

Male

White or Caucasian

No

10552

41 - 60 years old

Male

Asian

Yes

10583

41 - 60 years old

Female

White or Caucasian

No

10603

No

26 - 40 years old

Male

Black or AfricanAmerican

No

19146

A younger woman helped me with downed tree in area. She
No
was very polite and respectful

My only recommendation is that changes that are
made are based on research, facts and findings.
41 - 60 years old
We should always strive to get better but it should be
based on facts and findings.

Male

Prefer not to say

Yes

10583

61 or older

Female

White or Caucasian

Yes

10603

26 - 40 years old

Male

White or Caucasian

No

19444

No

Honestly being a resident of Greenburgh for 30
years. I think the problem lies with The town board
and Edgemont if you look at Greenburgh police
department it fairly represents the community. Why
is it that the Edgemont teachers association does
not fairly represent the community why aren’t there
more African-American teachers more minority
teachers there that represent Greenberg‘s
The police department is very professional place and the population not just Edgemont. Why is it that children
people that work there are unbelievably positive with the
from Fairview don’t have the choice to go to
41 - 60 years old
minority community
Edgemont and why aren’t edge my kids bust to
Woodlands why do we have to live segregated. Why
do we have two community centers one in Edgemont
one in Fairview warranty combined warranty
activities combine d. It seems instead of dealing with
the real issue you’re looking to try to find something
that does not exist we are very proud of our Police
Department but ashamed of the segregation that
goes on within the town

Male

Black or AfricanAmerican

Yes

10607 William Smith

No

41 - 60 years old

Male

Prefer not to say

Yes

10607

61 or older

Female

White or Caucasian

Yes

10530

61 or older

Prefer not to say

Black or AfricanAmerican

Yes

10530

61 or older

Male

White or Caucasian

Yes

10523

26 - 40 years old

Male

Black or AfricanAmerican

Yes

10607 Gregory

41 - 60 years old

Male

Yes

10502

41 - 60 years old

Male

Yes

10530 No

26 - 40 years old

Male

White or Caucasian

No

19444

61 or older

12/3/2020 14:50:09 Very satisfied

Their professionalism and their
responsiveness

No changes needed

Tougher on crime, especially in Fairview and Payne Street
Yes
areas

7/3/2018 Very Positive

Criminals arrested for burg lary

Yes, I'd like to
describe
another
encounter

12/3/2020 14:50:55 Very satisfied

They are the best dept in the state. They
deserve a huge raise

No changes needed

Give the cops more overtime for training

1/1/2019 Very Positive

Nig ht 25 yrs old

No

Yes

12/3/2020 14:55:57 Very satisfied

They have always been professional and
helpful.

No changes needed

Support management practices so officers with multiple
incidents of misconduct are not allowed to serve., Ensure
that police detaining, questioning and searching tactics
are consistent across all of Greenburgh Police
Yes
Department's neighborhoods., Require anti-bias and/or
de-escalation training for all members of the police force
more often than once a year.

12/3/2020 14:56:53 Very satisfied

Nothing

No changes needed

None

No changes needed

Support management practices so officer' s misconduct is
addressed, Support management practices so officers
with multiple incidents of misconduct are not allowed to
serve., Ensure that police detaining, questioning and
Yes
searching tactics are consistent across all of Greenburgh
Police Department's neighborhoods., Require
independent investigation after each use of a weapon.

12/3/2020 14:57:33 Very satisfied

very professional, polite, able to ascess
situation and respond intelligently

12/3/2020 14:58:31 Very satisfied

Their presence in the community, their
professionalism and their involvement with
school children!

Minor changes needed

12/3/2020 14:59:21 Very satisfied

Respectful officers, keep area safe

No changes needed

12/3/2020 15:03:28 Very satisfied

Needs more presence in Edgemont

Minor changes needed

12/3/2020 15:05:38 Very satisfied

Extremely community oriented.

No changes needed

12/3/2020 15:11:42 Very satisfied

Friendly officers

Minor changes needed

12/3/2020 15:13:20 Very satisfied

the Greenburgh police department has been
Don't know/No answer
extremely responsive

12/3/2020 15:22:43 Very satisfied

No changes needed

12/3/2020 15:23:42 Very satisfied

Minor changes needed

12/3/2020 15:25:41 Very satisfied

The most professional Department in NYS
and very diverse.

No changes needed

12/3/2020 15:42:17 Not very satisfied

The patrol officers are always on their cell
phones even while they are driving. That
behavior should be stopped. It’s not
necessary and it’s illegal

Mayor changes needed

12/3/2020 15:51:32 Very satisfied

Quick and personal response

Minor changes needed

12/3/2020 15:56:08 Very satisfied

the very professional, yet friendly and caring
manner in which the officers conduct
No changes needed
themselves

12/3/2020 16:01:39 Very satisfied

12/3/2020 16:02:16 Very satisfied

No changes needed

There good men and woman

12/3/2020 16:17:17 Very satisfied

12/3/2020 16:36:41 Very satisfied

I love the Greenburgh Police Dept

10/20/2020 Very Positive

6/6/2019 Very Positive

None of these are necessary

Yes

Require officers to have good relations with the
community, Support management practices so officers
with multiple incidents of misconduct are not allowed to
serve., Develop more community based police programs,
Yes
Require anti-bias and/or de-escalation training for all
members of the police force more often than once a year.,
Require independent investigation after each use of a
weapon.
Support management practices so officer' s misconduct is
addressed, Support management practices so officers
with multiple incidents of misconduct are not allowed to
serve., Promote community-based solutions to preempt
situations of violence., Ensure that police detaining,
questioning and searching tactics are consistent across Yes
all of Greenburgh Police Department's neighborhoods.,
Hire more diverse police workforce., Require independent
investigation after each use of a weapon., I believe our
officers already have great relationships with the
community so therefore it is not necessary to require it!

Promote community-based solutions to preempt situations
Yes
of violence.

12/10/2019 Very Positive

I was arrested for a crime that I committed. And the police
treated me with kid gloves very professional

Somewhat negative

10/22/2020 Very Positive

2/1/2018 Very Positive

It took place in the evening and it was an EMS call. I thought
I was having a cardiac incident and my husband called the
Yes, I'd like to
police and told them how to enter enter enter our home
describe
because I was alone and had passed out after calling a
another
friend. They came into the house and were able to do and
encounter
EKG in the home and by then my husband had arrived and
luckily I was ok

house alarm kept going off, indicating a possible hostage
situation. Mixed races of officers, mixed races of home
owners and neighbors. . Daytime. thorough search of
property done to make sure everyone was safe. Officers
spoke to neighbors and got phone number to contact
residents.

Somewhat positive

Support management practices so officers with multiple
incidents of misconduct are not allowed to serve.

Yes

They are doing just fine, but there's always room for
Yes
improvement.
Support management practices so officer' s misconduct is
addressed, Develop more community based police
programs, Hire more diverse police workforce., Require Yes
anti-bias and/or de-escalation training for all members of
the police force more often than once a year.
Require officers to have good relations with the
community, Support management practices so officers
with multiple incidents of misconduct are not allowed to
Yes
serve., Develop more community based police programs,
Hire more diverse police workforce.

I was driving in my car. I just bought drugs on Payne Street.
I was driving away the police stop me and arrested me for
drugs cocaine. I was going through a difficult time and no
job no money and I had a baby on the way. The police
arrested me put me to the station and book me. While I was
there detectives talk to me I told him about my situation. They
gave me $25 bought me dinnerAnd a few days after my court
date I reached out to them and they found me a job so I could
support my family. I’m in recovery now. The only bad thing
No
about this experience. I was approached by a family friend
Patricia Weems.Miss Weems encouraged me to file a
complaint against the police for the way I was treated and
the rest. Miss Weems is an activist within the Fairview
community. I told her about my positive interaction. And she
told me to help my court case I should file a complaint. I
never filed a complaint but people in the community
shouldn’t be so anti-police especially if they’re an activist.

Require officers to have good relations with the
community, Develop more community based police
programs, Hire more diverse police workforce.

Yes

Yes

10603

Diana Bason 924 946
7119

Male

White or Caucasian

Yes

10603

61 or older

Male

White or Caucasian

Yes

10530

2/1/2020 Very Positive

I was pulled over by a young Hispanic female Officer that
was very polite and gave me a warning.

No

I rarely see female police officers.

Become more diverse.

41 - 60 years old

Female

White or Caucasian,
Latino or Hispanic

Yes

10502

5/1/2018 Very negative

I was walking around K Mart and saw a group of cops
talking to an old man. One cop got angry and yelled at the
old man while the women cops stood there. The old man
was spanish.

No

Only white male bosses. Why don’t I see any women???? Give boss positions to other people.

15 - 20 years old

Female

Black or AfricanAmerican

Yes

10607

Do you have female cops in community affairs? Why not?
Are the other cops not allowed to hang out or interact with Teach the cops how to interact better.
the public?

26 - 40 years old

Male

White or Caucasian

No

10601

26 - 40 years old

Female

White or Caucasian

No

10598

I work with young people in WP and we have a lot of
strong programming for youth which leads to a very
low crime rate among our young people who then
grow up to be healthy contributors to WP. If young 41 - 60 years old
people have good opportunities and good
relationships with the police, everything gets better
over time.

Female

White or Caucasian

Yes

10603

41 - 60 years old

Female

White or Caucasian

Yes

10530 Liz Casario

26 - 40 years old
26 - 40 years old

Male
Male

White or Caucasian
White or Caucasian

No
No

10562
10562

61 or older

Male

White or Caucasian

Yes

10523

26 - 40 years old

Female

White or Caucasian

No

10598

8/20/2019

Neither positive nor
negative

No changes needed
No changes needed

Develop more community based police programs
Develop more community based police programs
Promote community-based solutions to preempt situations
of violence.
Support management practices so officer' s misconduct is
addressed

Yes
Yes

9/1/2020 Very Positive
9/1/2020 Very Positive

Yes

7/15/2015 Very Positive

Yes

Yes, I'd like to
I love national night out. Sgt Hall does a great job. Him and
describe
his crew do a great job interacting with the community while
another
everyone else stands there in uniform afraid to talk.
encounter

11/10/0020

Very Positive

The police often come to Wyndover Woods to deal with the
mentally ill population. Everything always seems to be
No
handled respectfully and quietly. I also witnessed an angry
resident being dealt with and the officers were very calm.

Very Positive

Teenagers menacing on my lawn in the middle of the night No

6/10/2019 Very Positive

I love seeing the community affairs guys. They’re always
No
stopping by to say hi at my job on tarrytown rd and want to help.

Officer took the time to talk to a civilian and was very polite
Officer took the time to talk to a civilian and was very polite

No
No

Grasslands Rd., 7am, white, male, over 50

No

GPD always professional. Officers are always available to
Hire more officers
help.
Great department, well lead
Great department, well lead
GPD is a diverse force and I do not believe there is
a "systemic" problem.

No

12/3/2020 19:01:24 Very satisfied

very responsive to my issue with neighbors

No changes needed

Dont believe any changes are needed

Yes

7/4/2019 Very Positive

12/3/2020 19:27:28 Very satisfied

They treat people well.

Minor changes needed

Stop trying to solve a problem that doesn't exist.

Yes

Very Positive

Don't know/No answer

Black or AfricanAmerican

Pass by more often

Require officers to have good relations with the community Yes

like

Female

They are very professional

Support management practices so officer' s misconduct is
No
addressed

Promote community-based solutions to preempt situations
Yes
of violence.
Support management practices so officers with multiple
incidents of misconduct are not allowed to serve., Promote
community-based solutions to preempt situations of
No
violence., Ensure that police detaining, questioning and
searching tactics are consistent across all of Greenburgh
Police Department's neighborhoods.

White or Caucasian,
Prefer not to say
White or Caucasian,
Black or AfricanAmerican

I think they are doing a good job and get a bad rap
because of the what's going on around the country.

Minor changes needed

12/3/2020 20:24:10 Very satisfied

Other communities should model their department's after
More officers
the town of greenburgh police dept

I fell down the stairs in my house; called 911 they were here
No
in 5 minutes

Very Positive

I like feeling safe

Minor changes needed

Nothing there a bunch of good gots

Beatrice Schmidt 7615384

I called the police because someone was shooting fireworks
off nearby in a park. Police responded quickly. I don't think No
they saw who did it, but the problem was resolved.

6/1/2020 Very Positive

10/15/0013

12/3/2020 18:34:45 Very satisfied

Friendly officers

I feel safe because of our police department and wouldn't
want defunding, which will ultimately hurt me and my
Keep up the good work
family, with fewer officers and programs.

Shon Sebastian, 11
Kaateskill Pl, Scarsdale,
NY 10583; (516) 6072872

Have police interact with the community more often
so there is less us vs. them and more of an actual
41 - 60 years old
community. This goes for all areas regardless of
type of neighborhood.

Sometime way too many patrol cars show up
Don't know/No answer
for a simple call.

12/3/2020 19:48:36 Very satisfied

No

Ticket violators parking at stop sogns

12/3/2020 18:15:32 Very satisfied

No changes needed

I witnessed Sgt Hall and several other officers at the
graduation exercises for Woodlands. HS. He knew almost
every student on a first name basis and they knew him as well.
He was there to keep order as well as to witness the event.

Support management practices so officer' s misconduct is
No
addressed, Hire more diverse police workforce.
Support management practices so officer' s misconduct is
addressed, Support management practices so officers
with multiple incidents of misconduct are not allowed to
serve., Ensure that police detaining, questioning and
searching tactics are consistent across all of Greenburgh No
Police Department's neighborhoods., Require anti-bias
and/or de-escalation training for all members of the police
force more often than once a year., Require independent
investigation after each use of a weapon.

Require officers to have good relations with the
community, Support management practices so officers
with multiple incidents of misconduct are not allowed to
serve., Promote community-based solutions to preempt
situations of violence., Develop more community based
police programs

Minor changes needed

5/25/2017 Very Positive

No

No

No changes needed

Need more programs that support police and show
26 - 40 years old
them in positive lig ht given these times.

Support management practices so officers with multiple
incidents of misconduct are not allowed to serve., Promote
community-based solutions to preempt situations of
violence., Develop more community based police
No
programs, Ensure that police detaining, questioning and
searching tactics are consistent across all of Greenburgh
Police Department's neighborhoods.

No

Mayor changes needed

No

searching tactics are consistent across all of Greenburgh
Police Department's neighborhoods.
Support management practices so officer' s misconduct is
No
addressed, Hire more diverse police workforce.

None willing to share, but the PD was very helpful

12/3/2020 17:56:27 Not at all satisfied

12/3/2020 18:49:41 Very satisfied

Excellent help

They responded and killed a rabid raccoon.

The community affairs and Sergeant Hall do
a phenomenal job! The other officers are
Minor changes needed
very rude and don’t know how to talk to
Hispanics or Blacks.

None

I think they do a great job in policing in my opinion.
They are usually very approachable and treat others with
Crime prevention, specifically Vehicles related
respect. I'm a person of color (brown not black), and have
crimes ranging from car theft and break-ins to
never been treated with anything less than respect by
speeding and moving violations appear to be the
GPD.
bigg est complaint that most people have.

2/18/2020 Very Positive

No changes needed

7/5/2020 Very Positive

Elderly Hispanic male fell Apple Farm parking lot. I was
getting into my car. Officer was polite, helpful and extremely
professional. I offered my help he thanked me and helped the
gentleman. His approach was kind and firm .

Satisfied with their work for their community.

12/3/2020 Very Positive

Racist

Their professionalism and friendliness.

Yes, I'd like to
describe
another
encounter

Yes

12/3/2020 17:46:07 Not at all satisfied

12/3/2020 18:46:06 Very satisfied

Not sure of date , officer responded to a neighbor short of
breath, suspected Covid. Male, Caucasian,10 am Sunday
morning

No

Promote community-based solutions to preempt situations
No
of violence.
Promote community-based solutions to preempt situations
Yes
of violence.
my only comment is that changes should be data driven
focused. I don't know the current strength of certain of
Yes
the above initiatives such as diversity. It would be helpful to
have more information when filling out survey
Support management practices so officers with multiple
incidents of misconduct are not allowed to serve., Promote
community-based solutions to preempt situations of
No
violence., Ensure that police detaining, questioning and

More money for their budget

I thoughtlessly set my alarm when leaving my house. At the
time painting was being done on my house. The workers
were Hispanic. When they stopped for lunch and entered
my basement to wash up, the alarm went off.
When the police arrived since they were unable to contact
No
me, the workers asked the officer to call my sister to confirm
they were not doing anything wrong. The officer did call my
sister and made the correct decision that nothing was
amiss.

The Dept does a wonderful job in all aspects litsed above Yes

Mayor changes needed

12/3/2020 18:37:33 Very satisfied
12/3/2020 18:45:59 Very satisfied

Great PD

No

Hire on ability, not to satisfy a diversity agenda.

No changes needed

12/3/2020 18:02:24 Very satisfied

Decline

No changes needed

Too few cruising neighborhoods. Too many
Minor changes needed
show up for small traffic incidents

12/3/2020 17:39:58 Somewhat satisfied

Very Positive

No

No issues. They have done a good job.

No changes needed

12/3/2020 16:56:45 Very satisfied

Prompt, clear and courteous response to
calls

8/23/2019 Very Positive

Addressed chronic drug problem on Greenburgh Housing
Authority property

A 23 year old Caucasian male was arrested. He would not
give himself even though he was asked several times to and No
the police had to overtake him.

I i’ve been arrested numerous times by Greenberg and
other Westchester County Police Department. Greenberg Yes
is always treated me right and always tried to help me.

Minor changes needed

12/3/2020 17:30:28 Very satisfied

1/5/2020 Very Positive

Ensure that police detaining, questioning and searching
tactics are consistent across all of Greenburgh Police
Yes
Department's neighborhoods., Ask police officers for their
suggestions
Require officers to have good relations with the
community, Promote community-based solutions to
No
preempt situations of violence.

Hire more diverse police workforce.

Neither positive nor
negative

No changes needed

12/3/2020 16:52:32 Very satisfied

12/3/2020 17:09:42 Very satisfied

Yes

9/25/2019

12/3/2017 Very Positive

10/20/2020 Very Positive

Neighbor

No

They were charming young officers who were very
curtious

None are needed

61 or older

Female

White or Caucasian

Yes

10530

Car accident

No

Most of these members do an outstanding job.

Do traffic control, hire a few more cops, and stop
trying to slander them with phony problems.

61 or older

Prefer not to say

Prefer not to say

Yes

10607

26 - 40 years old

Male

Black or AfricanAmerican

No

19146

61 or older

Female

White or Caucasian

Yes

10530

Excellent help

No

Frank Apicella
9143101127

12/3/2020 20:50:32 Very satisfied

Love the department as a whole

12/3/2020 22:17:31 Very satisfied

General communications from the last few
Chiefs have been very clear and very
reasonable. I don’t know specifically, but it
seems like there haven’t been a lot of
scandals or bad publicity about the
department. I may not know enough about
fairness in the community. I have had only
positive encounters.

No changes needed

Require officers to have good relations with the community Yes

Don't know/No answer

Require officers to have good relations with the
community, Support management practices so officer' s
misconduct is addressed, Support management practices
so officers with multiple incidents of misconduct are not
allowed to serve., Promote community-based solutions to
preempt situations of violence., Develop more community
based police programs, Ensure that police detaining,
No
questioning and searching tactics are consistent across
all of Greenburgh Police Department's neighborhoods.,
Hire more diverse police workforce., Require anti-bias
and/or de-escalation training for all members of the police
force more often than once a year., Require independent
investigation after each use of a weapon.

12/3/2020 22:21:31 Very satisfied

The officers that I have been in contact with
or otherwise observed during the many years
that I have resided in Greenburgh
No changes needed
demonstrated a high level of professionalism
in the performance of their duties.

In order for one to be in a position to answer this question
without wildly speculating, we would need to see the data Yes
for these specific factors.

12/3/2020 22:49:52 Very satisfied

9/1/2020 Very Positive

Very Positive

Nothing

No changes needed

None

Yes

1/5/2020 Very Positive

They do a great job and are very
professional!

No changes needed

They need more funding and more officers

Yes

9/23/2019 Very Positive

12/4/2020 1:26:47 Somewhat satisfied

I feel there are not enough patrol cars on the
road. To many officers work inside. In the old
days we use to see police cars actually patrol Minor changes needed
the neighborhoods, now we only see them if
they are on a call.

12/4/2020 8:34:03 Very satisfied

12/4/2020 8:57:05 Very satisfied

12/4/2020 10:20:58 Very satisfied

Why are the officers are used for directing
traffic when there is contracting on the roads
throughout the town., especially when the
contractor has their own flag persons. Why
Minor changes needed
are we not tough on pedestrians who cross
Central Ave in between
.traffic lights or legal crosswalk.

Dislike Swat, dislike Sou

Minor changes needed

I’ve had several encounters with the police
department over domestic violence and
dealing with my mentally ill daughter. In all
cases the police who came and they were
many were gentle kind understanding patient
not just with me but with my boyfriend and my
daughter who were involved in a situation. As
difficult as they were I felt they did their best
to treat us all with respect and not take sides.
That was the big one. They did not take
sides. They did not assume that I was right
Because I had made the car for them. They
help me to calm down. They helped the other
person to calm down. They separated us and
took a lot, a lot of time to try to resolve the
situation for both of us. And of course it was Minor changes needed
difficult. It was painful. We were both full I
have so much anguish and emotion.
Separating us and calming us down and
taking so much time with us without prejudice
as to who is rig ht and who was wrong I think
it made all the difference in the world. The
only thing I wish is that they could have come
in unmarked cars because although the
lig hts were not on and neither are the sirens
there were still three parts police cars
outside my home it’s all my neighbors side
and that was so embarrassing. I feel so
thankful that I live in a community where the
police have been trained so well that all the
funding may be now redirected to the crisis
They are always professional and prompt; we
are very fortunate to have such a high quality
force that sacrifice their lives on every shift
for the residents of Greenburgh! I have lived
in various states and many different
Minor changes needed
communities and the Greenburgh Police is
the best of the best. These officer' s need to
be honored and not disrespected like this
questionnaire intends to do!! !

12/4/2020 10:24:52 Very satisfied

Good response times

No changes needed

12/4/2020 10:24:59 Very satisfied

Good response times

No changes needed

12/4/2020 11:29:34 Don't know/No answer

Don't know/No answer

12/4/2020 11:53:31 Very satisfied

My interactions with officers have been
helpful and respectful.

No changes needed

12/4/2020 12:03:54 Very satisfied

Quick responses.

No changes needed

12/4/2020 13:59:41 Very satisfied

My limited interactions have been very
positive.

No changes needed

12/4/2020 14:31:49 Somewhat satisfied

The reports that they write up. Not enough
information for an occurance

Minor changes needed

12/4/2020 15:33:08 Very satisfied

Every officer that I have interacted with was
upstanding. I have not heard anything
Don't know/No answer
credible to the contrary, therefore, no need to
complain at this point.

12/4/2020 15:38:57 Don't know/No answer

Don't know/No answer

Yes

Support management practices so officers with multiple
incidents of misconduct are not allowed to serve., Promote
community-based solutions to preempt situations of
violence.
Require officers to have good relations with the
community, Support management practices so officer' s
misconduct is addressed
Require officers to have good relations with the
community, Support management practices so officer' s
misconduct is addressed, Promote community-based
solutions to preempt situations of violence., Ensure that
police detaining, questioning and searching tactics are
consistent across all of Greenburgh Police Department's
neighborhoods., Hire more diverse police workforce.,
Require anti-bias and/or de-escalation training for all
members of the police force more often than once a year.
Require officers to have good relations with the
community, Support management practices so officer' s
misconduct is addressed, Support management practices
so officers with multiple incidents of misconduct are not
allowed to serve., Hire more diverse police workforce.,
Require anti-bias and/or de-escalation training for all
members of the police force more often than once a year.,
Require independent investigation after each use of a
weapon.

12/4/2020 21:37:07 Very satisfied

Like the professionalism of greenburg h pd

No changes needed

They are a well trianed dept

12/5/2020 10:18:13 Very satisfied

No changes needed

Yes

Require officers to have good relations with the
community, Support management practices so officer' s
misconduct is addressed, Support management practices
so officers with multiple incidents of misconduct are not
allowed to serve., Promote community-based solutions to
preempt situations of violence., Develop more community
based police programs, Ensure that police detaining,
questioning and searching tactics are consistent across Yes
all of Greenburgh Police Department's neighborhoods.,
Hire more diverse police workforce., Require anti-bias
and/or de-escalation training for all members of the police
force more often than once a year., Require independent
investigation after each use of a weapon., These are all
positive actions that should be ongoing for police training
and retraining
None

Yes

White or Caucasian

Yes

10530

10530 SG

Decline

No

Great PD

None

Male

White or Caucasian,
Black or AfricanAmerican

Yes

10591

They treated my brother with so much care during a bad
point in his life.

No

They are awesome.

Prefer not to say

Prefer not to say

Yes

10607

Male

Prefer not to say

Yes

10603

Male

White or Caucasian

Yes

10530

Male

Prefer not to say

Yes

10607 NO

Female

White or Caucasian

Yes

Donna Cialone 914 420
10607 7633 PONDSIDE
COMMUNITY

21 - 25 years old

The town board needs to stop with these surveys.
The police do a great job. The town board also
needs to stop with their divisive messages to try and Prefer not to answer
break the trust between the community and police.
This survey is furthering that message.
I don’t think the Police department should do a
technical rescue team, that should be done by the
Fire Department, the police should concentrate on
the SWAT team. I also think the Police department 41 - 60 years old
should merge with the village police departments or
have the County Police take over the department as
they have done in other parts of the County

Swat looks to militaristic and uniforms/weapons are scary
Eliminate swat/sou
and initmidating

No

My home,early evening, male + female adults 60-70

Yes, I'd like to
describe
another
encounter

Somewhat positive

Mother -daughter, my home, early evening, Caucasian, 60 & 30 No

An adult women attempted to persuade my 11 year old
daughter into a car while selling Girl Scout cookies. The
Greenburgh Police was prompt in responding with a
massive response team and worked immediately with other
police departments to find this women.

Yes, I'd like to
describe
another
encounter

Very Positive

Many times the police has responded to 911 calls within my
Valimar community and the officer's have always been
professional and approachable.

9/20/2019 Very Positive

Cars parked using drugs and alcohol. Police called and
investigated and had the vehicle leave the area

9/20/2019 Very Positive

Cars parked using drugs and alcohol. Police called and
investigated and had the vehicle leave the area

These heroes risk their lives every second on the job in
order to protect and serve their fellow Greenburg h
More continuing education and funding to improve
citizens, including those who demean their sacrifice. Our the force to the highest standard possible to better
Law enforcement officer' s need our support now more
protect themselves as well as the community.
than ever!

41 - 60 years old

Male

White or Caucasian

Yes

DAVID FLYNN/
10603 daveflynn10@hotmail.co
m

No

Thankful for their service and hope they can continue to
protect our community as they always have.

None

26 - 40 years old

Male

Latino or Hispanic

Yes

10603

No

Thankful for their service and hope they can continue to
protect our community as they always have.

None

26 - 40 years old

Male

Latino or Hispanic

Yes

10603

41 - 60 years old

Female

Asian

Yes

10530

61 or older

Female

White or Caucasian

Yes

10530

61 or older

Male

White or Caucasian

Yes

William J Cooney
10530 wcooney2017@hotmail.c
om

61 or older

Male

White or Caucasian

Yes

10607

61 or older

Female

White or Caucasian

Yes

10603

41 - 60 years old

Female

Black or AfricanAmerican

Yes

10607

26 - 40 years old

Female

White or Caucasian

Yes

10530

More community events with PD and community.
Generally positive but can’t help but notice that most
Police officers should try to engage more with
officers I see on patrol seem grumpy and unapproachable.
citizens when they are patrolling.

26 - 40 years old

Female

White or Caucasian,
Black or AfricanAmerican, Latino or
Hispanic

Yes

10530

I am happy I live in greenburg h and have a wonderful
police dept.

Cannot think of any

26 - 40 years old

Male

Black or AfricanAmerican

Yes

10607 M/a

An officer involved with helping and promoting positive vibes No

They are professional yet accessible

Always maintain training, encourage involvement
with the community and highlight these positive
experiences.

61 or older

Female

White or Caucasian

Yes

10530

Multiple cops of all races

Our police department is fine there is no need to change it Hig her more police to keep us safe

26 - 40 years old

Female

Black or AfricanAmerican

Yes

10603

No

6/23/2018 Very Positive

I (older)was stopped when another driver (young probably
under 20) crossed the double yellow line to pass me at the
intersection of 100A & 100B

No

Overall good.

4/13/2020 Very Positive

125 N Washington Ave apt 62 Hartsdale NY

No

They are very professional

Show greater support

more details in the written police reports

7/11/2018

Neither positive nor
negative

5/7/0020

public library, afternoon, male, blacks

No

Somewhat negative

Hartsdale train station, my vehicle was standing in front of
the Starbucks no standing spot during the morning rush
hour. White police office late 40s to mid 50s aggressively
knocked on passenger side window of my vehicle so
aggressively that he scared me. My (black/Latino)husband
was in the drivers seat, I was in the passenger seat (i am Yes, I'd like to
brown Latina) had my back turned to the passenger side
describe
window when I heard the knock I jumped. The officer
another
signaled for us to move. I got out the vehicle since my
encounter
husband was dropping me off at the train. I told the officer
that he didn’t need to knock on the window so aggressively
and that he startled me. He said he didn’t knock hard, my
husband confirmed that he did knock hard but officer
dismissed it with a rather unpleasant attitude.

Very Positive

Victim of a crime

11/1/2019 Very Positive

1/25/0020

Very Positive

26 - 40 years old

More white women , more education about bipolar
illness Because a bipolar person can suddenly
become very agitated and APPEAR DANGEROUS
But are usually just very very frightened and have
never hurt anyone But to push them away. And they 61 or older
push because they are frightened of the person
confronting them and they don’t mean to hurt them I
just need to get away from this person and protect
themselves. They rarely grab or have any weapon.

No

Minor changes needed

Female

Yes

No

Rude police officers

41 - 60 years old

Prefer not to say

No

Yes

10603

Again, this question I
find to be divisive

Nig ht manhattan avenue black 18

8/1/2017 Very Positive

12/4/2020 17:40:22 Somewhat satisfied

Several members of the Dept. are “townies”.
Minor changes needed
They grew up here, went to GC7.

5/6/2019 Somewhat negative

Promote community-based solutions to preempt situations
of violence., Develop more community based police
programs, Require anti-bias and/or de-escalation training Yes
for all members of the police force more often than once a
year., Additional training benefits everyone

Yes

Yes

Training in the areas I checked above, maybe take
certain area they handle daily
61 or older
and create a department to handle matters. Mentally
challenged, domestic disputes, overdoses.

Very Positive

Do not implement any of the above

Prefer not to say

If Supervisor Paul Feiner would recognize more
often in his "gblist blasts" positive stories of the
officers performing what remains a very dangerous
job despite the relative safety of our town as
compared to other towns and cities in the NY
Metropolitan Area , it would go a long way in
improving how the community perceives the police
61 or older
officers. He touts his accomplishments often and
occasionally those of various town department
personnel, but other than one story that I can recall
of Emergency Service Personnel saving two opioid
overdosed individuals at the same location with
Naloxone, there is absent any recognition of the jobs
that these civil servants perform.

I feel there are to many special units in the Police
Department not enough patrol officers

Require officers to have good relations with the
community, Support management practices so officer' s
misconduct is addressed, Support management practices
so officers with multiple incidents of misconduct are not
Yes
allowed to serve., Promote community-based solutions to
preempt situations of violence., Require independent
investigation after each use of a weapon.

Develop more community based police programs, Require
anti-bias and/or de-escalation training for all members of Yes
the police force more often than once a year.
Develop more community based police programs, Require
anti-bias and/or de-escalation training for all members of Yes
the police force more often than once a year.
Require officers to have good relations with the
community, Support management practices so officer' s
misconduct is addressed, Support management practices
so officers with multiple incidents of misconduct are not
allowed to serve., Promote community-based solutions to
preempt situations of violence., Develop more community
based police programs, Ensure that police detaining,
No
questioning and searching tactics are consistent across
all of Greenburgh Police Department's neighborhoods.,
Hire more diverse police workforce., Require anti-bias
and/or de-escalation training for all members of the police
force more often than once a year., Require independent
investigation after each use of a weapon.
Support management practices so officer' s misconduct is
addressed, Support management practices so officers
with multiple incidents of misconduct are not allowed to
Yes
serve., Promote community-based solutions to preempt
situations of violence.

Prefer not to say

The role of police officers clearly is to maintain law and
order by protecting members of the public and their
property, preventing crime, responding to emergencies
and improving the quality of life for all citizens. If there
are bad officers, then weed them out. Continue to provide
and enhance training to improve their skills in all areas
including interacting with the public they serve. What we
don't want to do is jump on the false narrative that in order
to improve community relations/policing that we should
defund or reduce the police department's budget which
would result in less officers. Less officers handling the
same caseload results in more stress on existing officers
which can lead to mistakes.

Require officers to have good relations with the
community, Support management practices so officer' s
misconduct is addressed, Support management practices
so officers with multiple incidents of misconduct are not
allowed to serve., Promote community-based solutions to
preempt situations of violence., Develop more community
based police programs, Ensure that police detaining,
No
questioning and searching tactics are consistent across
all of Greenburgh Police Department's neighborhoods.,
Hire more diverse police workforce., Require anti-bias
and/or de-escalation training for all members of the police
force more often than once a year., Number of police
officers and their commanders are trained in working with
mentally challenged individuals.
Eliminate swat/sou

21 - 25 years old

If we are seeking equality among all people regardless of
race, gender, age, etc. why do we always resort to
categorizing people into these groups. Suffice to say that
No
over the many years of having contact with members of the
police department, I personally found those encounters to be
positive.

Support management practices so officer' s misconduct is
addressed, Support management practices so officers
with multiple incidents of misconduct are not allowed to
No
serve., Ensure that police detaining, questioning and
searching tactics are consistent across all of Greenburgh
Police Department's neighborhoods.

Require officers to have good relations with the
community, Support management practices so officer' s
misconduct is addressed, Support management practices
so officers with multiple incidents of misconduct are not
allowed to serve., Develop more community based police
programs, Ensure that police detaining, questioning and Yes
searching tactics are consistent across all of Greenburgh
Police Department's neighborhoods., Hire more diverse
police workforce., Require anti-bias and/or de-escalation
training for all members of the police force more often than
once a year.

12/5/2020 9:05:23 Very satisfied

No

I have a generally positive view of our police department.
A small thing, but I once went to the police building near
Christmas time and it was filled with Christmas
decorations. I saw little to no acknowledgement of any
other relig ion and it hit me as a very outdated view of our
community and maybe an old fashion, old boys club
attitude.

12/4/2020 0:38:40 Very satisfied

12/4/2020 6:58:09 Very satisfied

No need to include race and gender

No

No

Very Positive

Hartsdale train station- husband dropped me off at the train
station by the rotunda near Starbucks. Black officer approached
No
us and asked us to not stop there in the future as it stops traffic
flow. He pointed out where we should do drop offs in the future.

Deborah Kair
debkairs@gmail.com

12/5/2020 11:09:56 Not very satisfied

Failure to enforce - e.g. parking on hartsdale
Minor changes needed
road, racing on sprain pkwy

12/5/2020 13:06:54 Very satisfied

12/5/2020 14:46:14 Not at all satisfied

12/5/2020 14:55:50 Somewhat satisfied

Don't know/No answer

Racist

No Real Relationship With Greenburgh
Central School District / Appears That
There Is A Wall Between Both Parties.

12/6/2020 7:22:37 Don't know/No answer

12/6/2020 9:29:07 Very satisfied

Mayor changes needed

Minor changes needed

Require officers to have good relations with the
community, Promote community-based solutions to
preempt situations of violence., Develop more community
based police programs, Community Policing Important.
Every Household / Business Should Know The Local
Community Police Officer And Supervisor Assigned To
Their Area.

Don't know/No answer

Support management practices so officer' s misconduct is
addressed, Support management practices so officers
with multiple incidents of misconduct are not allowed to
serve., Promote community-based solutions to preempt
situations of violence., Ensure that police detaining,
No
questioning and searching tactics are consistent across
all of Greenburgh Police Department's neighborhoods.,
Hire more diverse police workforce., Require anti-bias
and/or de-escalation training for all members of the police
force more often than once a year.

they have been responsive the few times that I
No changes needed
called them

12/6/2020 10:28:50 Not at all satisfied

Putting false charges on people Dt Brian
Hennicy 14 year vet should know how to do
his job

Mayor changes needed

12/6/2020 10:29:02 Not at all satisfied

Putting false charges on people Dt Brian
Hennicy 14 year vet should know how to do
his job

Mayor changes needed

12/6/2020 10:49:52 Very satisfied

I’ve had several encounters with the police
department over domestic violence and
dealing with my mentally ill daughter. In all
cases the police who came and they were
many were gentle kind understanding patient
not just with me but with my boyfriend and my
daughter who were involved in a situation. As
difficult as they were I felt they did their best
to treat us all with respect and not take sides.
That was the big one. They did not take
sides. They did not assume that I was right
Because I had made the car for them. They
help me to calm down. They helped the other
person to calm down. They separated us and
took a lot, a lot of time to try to resolve the
situation for both of us. And of course it was Minor changes needed
difficult. It was painful. We were both full I
have so much anguish and emotion.
Separating us and calming us down and
taking so much time with us without prejudice
as to who is rig ht and who was wrong I think
it made all the difference in the world. The
only thing I wish is that they could have come
in unmarked cars because although the
lig hts were not on and neither are the sirens
there were still three parts police cars
outside my home it’s all my neighbors side
and that was so embarrassing. I feel so
thankful that I live in a community where the
police have been trained so well that all the
funding may be now redirected to the crisis

12/6/2020 10:54:44 Very satisfied

No changes needed

12/6/2020 10:56:32 Very satisfied

They need more police officer on the street
day/night shifts to cover such a large area

No changes needed

12/6/2020 10:57:04 Very satisfied

It’s a great department

No changes needed

12/6/2020 11:22:29 Very satisfied

No changes needed

12/6/2020 20:36:50 Somewhat satisfied

Police are always sent when called without
an assessment of situation. Many situations
can and should be answered by a
Mayor changes needed
professional social worker or psychologist,
not by officers with guns.

12/7/2020 17:28:10 Very satisfied

Love it all

12/8/2020 17:15:04 Don't know/No answer

I do not like when police run the engine of
parked police cars - it is unnecessary
pollution and pollution often hurts black and
brown people more because they are subject
to more of it through their lifetimes.
Needless burning gas pollutes the air for
our police who are standing near it,
Don't know/No answer
contributes to air pollution that affects
everyone and wastes taxpayer money. Please
don't idle police cars when it isn't necessary
and please enforce no idling laws so that we
can protect our vulnerable, marginalized
people by not polluting the air.

12/10/2020 11:09:38 Very satisfied

Professional, courteous & caring

12/11/2020 14:36:42 Somewhat satisfied

12/12/2020 4:36:41 Very satisfied

12/12/2020 10:00:19 Somewhat satisfied

Rude police officers

Require officers to have good relations with the
community, Support management practices so officer' s
misconduct is addressed, Support management practices
so officers with multiple incidents of misconduct are not
allowed to serve., Promote community-based solutions to
preempt situations of violence., Develop more community
based police programs, Ensure that police detaining,
No
questioning and searching tactics are consistent across
all of Greenburgh Police Department's neighborhoods.,
Hire more diverse police workforce., Require anti-bias
and/or de-escalation training for all members of the police
force more often than once a year., Require independent
investigation after each use of a weapon.
Require officers to have good relations with the
community, Support management practices so officer' s
misconduct is addressed, Support management practices
so officers with multiple incidents of misconduct are not
allowed to serve., Promote community-based solutions to
preempt situations of violence., Ensure that police
detaining, questioning and searching tactics are
Yes
consistent across all of Greenburgh Police Department's
neighborhoods., Hire more diverse police workforce.,
Require anti-bias and/or de-escalation training for all
members of the police force more often than once a year.,
Require independent investigation after each use of a
weapon.
Require officers to have good relations with the
community, Support management practices so officers
with multiple incidents of misconduct are not allowed to
Yes
serve., Develop more community based police programs,
Hire more diverse police workforce.

No changes needed

No changes needed

based on my experience no need to strengthen any of the
above

Yes

Yes

Neither positive nor
negative

5/1/2018 Very negative

11/15/2020 Very Positive

6/20/2020 Very Positive

Require officers to have good relations with the
community, Support management practices so officer' s
misconduct is addressed, Develop more community based
police programs, Ensure that police detaining,
Yes
questioning and searching tactics are consistent across
all of Greenburgh Police Department's neighborhoods.,
Hire more diverse police workforce.
Require officers to have good relations with the
community, Support management practices so officer' s
misconduct is addressed, Develop more community based
police programs, Ensure that police detaining,
Yes
questioning and searching tactics are consistent across
all of Greenburgh Police Department's neighborhoods.,
Hire more diverse police workforce.

Require officers to have good relations with the
community, Support management practices so officer' s
misconduct is addressed, Support management practices
so officers with multiple incidents of misconduct are not
Yes
allowed to serve., Promote community-based solutions to
preempt situations of violence., Require independent
investigation after each use of a weapon.

None

Yes

Support management practices so officer' s misconduct is
No
addressed
Nothing needs to be changed they already do so much for
Yes
our community
Promote community-based solutions to preempt situations
Yes
of violence.
Require officers to have good relations with the
community, Support management practices so officer' s
misconduct is addressed, Support management practices
so officers with multiple incidents of misconduct are not
allowed to serve., Promote community-based solutions to
preempt situations of violence., Ensure that police
detaining, questioning and searching tactics are
consistent across all of Greenburgh Police Department's
neighborhoods., Hire more diverse police workforce.,
Require anti-bias and/or de-escalation training for all
No
members of the police force more often than once a year.,
Require independent investigation after each use of a
weapon., When calls to the Police come in they should be
assessed as to whether law enforcement, with guns,
should answer. The Department should have Social
Workers on call who could respond to situations such as
domestic violence, uncontrollable residents who are
having an emotional issue, have an issue of emotional
problems that DO NOT require the reply of force and/or
gun.
Nothing
Yes
Require officers to have good relations with the
community, Support management practices so officer' s
misconduct is addressed, Support management practices
so officers with multiple incidents of misconduct are not
allowed to serve., Promote community-based solutions to
preempt situations of violence., Develop more community
based police programs, Require anti-bias and/or deescalation training for all members of the police force
more often than once a year., Require independent
No
investigation after each use of a weapon., I feel bad that
police are trained in a way that results in "fire first" or
other aggressive no constructive reactions - can you
imagine being a police officer that shoots an unarmed/nondangerous person because he/she was trained in that
manner? Police reform is important to protect police
mental wellbeing as well as make sure unjust policing is
eradicated.
Require officers to have good relations with the
community, Support management practices so officer' s
misconduct is addressed, Promote community-based
solutions to preempt situations of violence., Ensure that
No
police detaining, questioning and searching tactics are
consistent across all of Greenburgh Police Department's
neighborhoods., Where the question is "more" I can't
answer because I don't know what's currently done.

Minor changes needed

Require officers to have good relations with the
community, Support management practices so officers
with multiple incidents of misconduct are not allowed to
serve., Promote community-based solutions to preempt
situations of violence., Develop more community based
police programs, Ensure that police detaining,
Yes
questioning and searching tactics are consistent across
all of Greenburgh Police Department's neighborhoods.,
Hire more diverse police workforce., Require anti-bias
and/or de-escalation training for all members of the police
force more often than once a year.

No changes needed

Develop more community based police programs

Minor changes needed

Require officers to have good relations with the
community, Support management practices so officer' s
misconduct is addressed, Support management practices
so officers with multiple incidents of misconduct are not
allowed to serve., Develop more community based police
programs, Ensure that police detaining, questioning and Yes
searching tactics are consistent across all of Greenburgh
Police Department's neighborhoods., Hire more diverse
police workforce., Require anti-bias and/or de-escalation
training for all members of the police force more often than
once a year.

Yes

1/25/0020

Observed an arrest - midday - in front of School for the Deaf
No
on Knollwood Road

I was walking around K Mart and saw a group of cops
talking to an old man. One cop got angry and yelled at the
old man while the women cops stood there. The old man
was spanish.

Medical Emergency / Person Injured Her Head In A Fall.

No

evening, called them due to some suspicious car which
Yes, I'd like to
parked in our neighborhood, left when they saw me in the
describe
street and then returned to the same spot 15 minutes later. another
The police responded professionally and promptly.
encounter

Somewhat Isolated From General Public

7/20/2020 Very Positive

Male

White or Caucasian

Yes

10607

61 or older

Male

White or Caucasian

Yes

10523

15 - 20 years old

10607

Female

Black or AfricanAmerican

Yes

Each Household Should Be Sent A Business Card
As To Who Is Their Community Neighborhood
Police Officer. Greenburg h PD Should Not Be
Isolated Nor Stay Away From The Greenburgh
61 or older
Central School District Grounds. Appears
Relationships Between Both Parties Is Not The
Best! Again, Does Not Appear Friendly When
Observed By A Local Resident Like Myself.

Male

White or Caucasian

Yes

61 or older

Male

White or Caucasian

Yes

10530

Only white male bosses. Why don’t I see any women???? Give boss positions to other people.

No

41 - 60 years old

encountered a policeman at a Little League baseball game who
had stopped by just to check in to see how things how were
No
going

John T. Kane 914-6230022

10607-1107

41 - 60 years old

Male

Prefer not to say

Yes

10583

Very negative

56 south stone ave house raid September 19 2018

No

41 - 60 years old

Female

Asian

No

10523 Kelvin Ganpat

Very negative

56 south stone ave house raid September 19 2018

No

41 - 60 years old

Female

Asian

No

10523 Kelvin Ganpat

Very Positive

My home,early evening, male + female adults 60-70

Yes, I'd like to
describe
another
encounter

Female

White or Caucasian

Yes

Donna Cialone 914 420
10607 7633 PONDSIDE
COMMUNITY

Very Positive

Multiple cops of all races

No

Female

Black or AfricanAmerican

Yes

10603

Female

Prefer not to say

Yes

10603 Dana Topper

Male

Black or AfricanAmerican

Yes

10603

Male

Prefer not to say

Yes

10603

Our contacts with the Greenburgh Police Department
during the fifty - plus year that my husband and our three
sons have lived here have always been positive. However,
We could use a more diverse police force: race and
these contacts had always been around medical issues.
sex. Also again staff on call who are Mental Health 61 or older
My husband had an acute issue with his Diabetes and the
Professionals and do not carry a gun
last giving assistance when my husband required
transportation to the hospital because of his Alzheimers.
The paramedics were very courteous and helpful.

Female

White or Caucasian

Yes

10607 Ellen Weinstein

They are great

Male

Prefer not to say

Yes

10603 Nope

Female

White or Caucasian

Irvington

10533

Prefer not to answer

Prefer not to say

Prefer not to say

Yes

10583

41 - 60 years old

Female

Latino or Hispanic

Yes

10530 Yolanda Salgado

they are great and deserve to be shown as an example to
hire more policeman
follow

61 or older

Female

Other/Unknown

Yes

10530

More community events with PD and community.
Generally positive but can’t help but notice that most
Police officers should try to engage more with
officers I see on patrol seem grumpy and unapproachable.
citizens when they are patrolling.

26 - 40 years old

Female

White or Caucasian,
Black or AfricanAmerican, Latino or
Hispanic

Yes

10530

Somewhat positive

More white women , more education about bipolar
illness Because a bipolar person can suddenly
become very agitated and APPEAR DANGEROUS
But are usually just very very frightened and have
never hurt anyone But to push them away. And they 61 or older
push because they are frightened of the person
confronting them and they don’t mean to hurt them I
just need to get away from this person and protect
themselves. They rarely grab or have any weapon.

Mother -daughter, my home, early evening, Caucasian, 60 & 30 No

Our police department is fine there is no need to change it Hig her more police to keep us safe
I hear there are very few complaints about the
Greeenburg h Police so they must be doing a good job.

2/8/2020 Very Positive

Very Positive

5/5/2019 Very Positive

It was after midnight in Greenburgh there were white cops
No
and a female to all kind of young
Family involved in child luring, GPD was here within
minutes and flooding the area, was super helpful and did
No
everything they could.

Needed help

Great department

Very professional

No

26 - 40 years old

Once a year training on how to deescalate issues
41 - 60 years old
would be a good idea.
There is no improvement needed they already do so
21 - 25 years old
much for us
Prefer not to answer

Hire more!

26 - 40 years old

Don't run cars when they are in park - this will help
keep the community safe from detrimental affects of
polluted air. Enforce no idling laws, set a good
example for the community. Have fun educating
41 - 60 years old
residents about no idling -- don't have to take a
penal approach but rather it can help with community
building. Thanks---

Don't see enough of them in my neighborhood. I think
their area of coverage is too large for the current force to Do not micromanage the dept.
effectively cover it.

1/17/2018 Somewhat negative

Very Positive

Somewhat negative

When at the intersection of Maria Regina and the Solomon
school there was an officer doing traffic control. I did not
see the officer put his hand up so I started to move my car.
Yes, I'd like to
The officer held his hand up with another hand pointing to
describe
his raised hand stopped. It was very hard to see his hand up
another
especially with black gloves. The Caucasian male police
encounter
officer who was in his late 20’s early 30’s became sarcastic.
Maybe if he had a stop/go sign if would be clearer. It was a
mistake but the officer took extreme offense.

traffic stop on road

3/19/2020 Somewhat negative

During the height of the COVID pandemic when it was
mandated for masks via state ordinance thru gov Cuomo I
called bc I witnessed a large group of people playing soccer in
the woodlands field with a lot of spectators. I usually go
walking and felt very uncomfortable walking the track so I turned
around. I emailed the town supervisor and he forwarded my
email to another officer. Stated the next time I encountered this
to call the police. That’s why I called the Greenburgh police
No
that day. When I called to report the large gathering the officer
seemed very annoyed and stated “what do you want me to do “
all I can do is recommend that they wear a mask. I responded
yes, please send someone over. As a health care essential
worker that was a terrible response. I was just trying to do my
civic duty. The officer made me feel like I was bothering him bc
I called to report this.

No

Hartsdale train station, my vehicle was standing in front of
the Starbucks no standing spot during the morning rush
hour. White police office late 40s to mid 50s aggressively
knocked on passenger side window of my vehicle so
aggressively that he scared me. My (black/Latino)husband
was in the drivers seat, I was in the passenger seat (i am Yes, I'd like to
brown Latina) had my back turned to the passenger side
describe
window when I heard the knock I jumped. The officer
another
signaled for us to move. I got out the vehicle since my
encounter
husband was dropping me off at the train. I told the officer
that he didn’t need to knock on the window so aggressively
and that he startled me. He said he didn’t knock hard, my
husband confirmed that he did knock hard but officer
dismissed it with a rather unpleasant attitude.

Very Positive

Hartsdale train station- husband dropped me off at the train
station by the rotunda near Starbucks. Black officer approached
No
us and asked us to not stop there in the future as it stops traffic
flow. He pointed out where we should do drop offs in the future.

The suggestions that were checked off in the
beginning of the survey

12/12/2020 10:57:41 Very satisfied

My interactions with the police have always
been courteous, regardless of gender or
race and helpful.

12/13/2020 17:18:02 Somewhat satisfied

Minor changes needed

Minor changes needed

12/14/2020 16:12:12 Somewhat satisfied

Dislike that police targ et young African
American young men

Mayor changes needed

12/14/2020 16:13:09 Somewhat satisfied

They patrol my neighborhood often via
vehicle, but I don't know any of them. I wave
as they pass on various streets in my
neighborhood.

Mayor changes needed

12/14/2020 16:20:40 Very satisfied

My encounters have polite and efficient

Minor changes needed

12/16/2020 12:37:14 Somewhat satisfied

I would like to see greater diversity,
Mayor changes needed
particularly more African American officers.

12/21/2020 8:22:40 Somewhat satisfied

12/21/2020 22:30:00 Somewhat satisfied

12/22/2020 5:28:14 Very satisfied
12/22/2020 20:38:08 Very satisfied
12/22/2020 20:48:10 Very satisfied

Don't know/No answer

The community Police in Fairview is not
good. The whole purpose with community
Police is for the police a get to know the
people that live in the community. You can not
get to know the community if you sit in your
Mayor changes needed
car and the only time you get out of it is when
it's confrontation. The community police
begun in Fairview. As being a community
activist in Fairview I know none of the white
police officers by name, only the Chief.

No changes needed
They are great don’t fix something if it’s not
No changes needed
broken
They are great don’t fix something if it’s not
No changes needed
broken

All potential new hires to the police department are
required to undertake a psychological evaluation to prevent
Yes
the hiring of any individual with sadistic or overagressive
tendencies

Require officers to have good relations with the
community, Support management practices so officers
with multiple incidents of misconduct are not allowed to
No
serve., Promote community-based solutions to preempt
situations of violence., Develop more community based
police programs
Require officers to have good relations with the
community, Support management practices so officer' s
misconduct is addressed, Support management practices
so officers with multiple incidents of misconduct are not
allowed to serve., Promote community-based solutions to
preempt situations of violence., Develop more community
based police programs, Ensure that police detaining,
No
questioning and searching tactics are consistent across
all of Greenburgh Police Department's neighborhoods.,
Hire more diverse police workforce., Require anti-bias
and/or de-escalation training for all members of the police
force more often than once a year., Require independent
investigation after each use of a weapon.
Require officers to have good relations with the
community, Support management practices so officer' s
misconduct is addressed, Support management practices
so officers with multiple incidents of misconduct are not
allowed to serve., Promote community-based solutions to
preempt situations of violence., Develop more community
based police programs, Ensure that police detaining,
No
questioning and searching tactics are consistent across
all of Greenburgh Police Department's neighborhoods.,
Require anti-bias and/or de-escalation training for all
members of the police force more often than once a year.,
Require independent investigation after each use of a
weapon.
Require officers to have good relations with the
community, Support management practices so officer' s
misconduct is addressed, Support management practices
so officers with multiple incidents of misconduct are not
allowed to serve., Promote community-based solutions to
preempt situations of violence., Develop more community
based police programs, Ensure that police detaining,
Yes
questioning and searching tactics are consistent across
all of Greenburgh Police Department's neighborhoods.,
Hire more diverse police workforce., Require anti-bias
and/or de-escalation training for all members of the police
force more often than once a year., Require independent
investigation after each use of a weapon.
Require officers to have good relations with the
community, Support management practices so officer' s
misconduct is addressed, Support management practices
so officers with multiple incidents of misconduct are not
allowed to serve., Promote community-based solutions to
preempt situations of violence., Develop more community
based police programs, Ensure that police detaining,
Yes
questioning and searching tactics are consistent across
all of Greenburgh Police Department's neighborhoods.,
Hire more diverse police workforce., Require anti-bias
and/or de-escalation training for all members of the police
force more often than once a year., Require independent
investigation after each use of a weapon.
Require officers to have good relations with the
community, Support management practices so officer' s
misconduct is addressed, Support management practices
so officers with multiple incidents of misconduct are not
allowed to serve., Develop more community based police
programs, Ensure that police detaining, questioning and
No
searching tactics are consistent across all of Greenburgh
Police Department's neighborhoods., Hire more diverse
police workforce., Require anti-bias and/or de-escalation
training for all members of the police force more often than
once a year., Require independent investigation after each
use of a weapon.
Require officers to have good relations with the
community, Support management practices so officer' s
misconduct is addressed, Support management practices
so officers with multiple incidents of misconduct are not
allowed to serve., Promote community-based solutions to
preempt situations of violence., Develop more community
based police programs, Ensure that police detaining,
Yes
questioning and searching tactics are consistent across
all of Greenburgh Police Department's neighborhoods.,
Hire more diverse police workforce., Require independent
investigation after each use of a weapon., If the police used
their fire arms they should lose their 48 hours to get their
story together.

7/10/2019 Very Positive

Yes, I'd like to
Have requested assistance of police with vehicle on several
describe
occasions. In one instance a black female officer and in 3
another
or 4 other white males assisted
encounter

10/10/2020 Very Positive

Requested animal control officer to assist with coyote in
backyard; white male police officer came in animal control
officers place in very short order. Animal control officer was
not available at time

Yes, I'd like to
describe
another
encounter

6/6/2018 Very Positive

I am gratified to live in a community as diverse as
Black female police officer arrived in ambulance Greenburgh is and am equally glad to see that the
when I called 911 for assistance with stalled
Greenburgh police department also employs a diverse
vehicle; she waited very patiently until tow truck
(both racial and gender) staff of police officers. It would
arrived. Very courteous and considerate while we helpful to know the racial and gender mix of the police
chatted awaiting tow truck.
force as compared to similar statistics for the Town of
Greenburgh.

In order to minimize the possibility of a George
Floyd incident in Greenburgh, all new hires should
be required to take a psychological exam to prevent Prefer not to answer
hiring of any one with sadistic or overly aggressive
histories or personalities

Prefer not to say

Yes

10530

41 - 60 years old

Female

Black or AfricanAmerican

Yes

10603

61 or older

Female

Black or AfricanAmerican

Yes

Ruth A. Mitchell, 3
10603 Maple Street, Apt 9F,
White Plains, NY 10603

I don't carefully follow police activity in Greenburgh, but I
should. So, my observations are very limited. I see them My answer isn't very helpful, since I'm not
61 or older
on cruiser control in my neighborhood, but am unaware of knowledgeable about police conduct in Greenburg h.
their contact in black Greenburg h neighborhoods.

Male

Black or AfricanAmerican

Yes

10603

Police called because daughter's husband would not leave
No
premises

Helpful and polite

There is not one size fits all in Greenburg h

61 or older

Female

Black or AfricanAmerican

Yes

10603

Personnel related. Cannot disclose.

Chiefs are approachable and the community policing
programs have helped to create a more positive
relationship with some youth. However, the youth who are
more prone to violence need opportunities to develop
positive relationships with police, as well.

Policing everywhere in this country needs to
improve, however, improvements must be made at
the foundation, learning the origins of policing in
this country, as well as at the core - looking at core 61 or older
beliefs, principals and practices re: how people,
based on skin color and economic status - are
treated differently within the criminal justice system.

Female

Black or AfricanAmerican

Yes

10603

There needs to be frequent and thorough implicit
bias training and any training that ensures people of
41 - 60 years old
color are treating equally in any arrests and
investigations

Female

Black or AfricanAmerican

Yes

10530

When the police department come to Fairview
community they don't have no respect They call with
the commander trucks and guns out not thinking
61 or older
about that they might be Trauma children and youth.
And they don't do that in other communities.

Male

Prefer not to say

Yes

Clifton Abrams
10603 abramsclifton@gmail.co
m

Nothing

Prefer not to answer

Prefer not to say

Prefer not to say

No

10605

21 - 25 years old

Male

Latino or Hispanic

Yes

10591

21 - 25 years old

Male

Latino or Hispanic

Yes

10591

Greenburgh Police don't patrol the neighborhood as they Greenburgh police department needs to be more
have done in the past . I feel this action is a big disconnect engaged with African American neighborhood...
with the community.
Our neighborhood

12/15/2020 Very Positive

Somewhat negative

7/25/2015 Very negative

No

The Greenburg h police was called by me because I was
attacked on Greenbergh housing property when I was on the
board of commissioner of the housing authority. I informed
the police that I was attacked and they told me to work it out
No
with the person. I had to go to the federal Building in White
Plains to make a complaint and they made the police
department take a statement and arrested the person who
attacked me.

Require officers to have good relations with the community No
Require officers to have good relations with the community Yes

2/1/2020 Very Positive

Require officers to have good relations with the community Yes

2/1/2020 Very Positive

Peter Stratigos
914.437.8456

Prefer not to say

119, 12:30am, white officer, Hispanic, 25 and approximately
No
30
119, 12:30am, white officer, Hispanic, 25 and approximately
No
30

LaVerne McBride Clark
914-946-2980

